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Abstract 

This project was initiated by Postnord who wanted to develop their own large frame FDM 3D 

printer, mainly for two reasons. The first reason was to be able to use the collaboration 

between Postnord and KTH to present how Postnord are promoting domestic production in 

the same time as portraying themselves as leaders in the field of additive manufacturing in 

Sweden. The second reason was to get a machine with the ability to print both small- and 

large-scale prototypes and products to be used in an industrial environment. 

 

The targeted goals and desired outcome of the PP3D (PostPaper3D - project name) was to 

construct a large frame FDM 3D printer, with a build area of 1 square meter and (if possible) 

a printing volume of 1 cubic meter, capable of printing parts for industrial applications. This 

would be achieved by using industrial components and state-of-the-art open source 3D 

printing control systems. Sensors for filament run-out detection and automatic printer bed 

levelling was also desired. 

 

On top of these goals KTH-IIP wanted the project work to focus on the construction of large 

frame FDM 3D printers, what challenges appear in scaling up the technology, to further the 

internal vision of developing strategic competencies in the field of additive manufacturing - as 

requested by the industry. 

 

The result of the project was a FDM 3D printer with a build volume of 1000x1000x950 [mm] 

that comes with dual independent extruders - meaning it may either print two copies of the 

same part simultaneously or utilize both printer heads to work on a single component. 

 

The top tested speed (printing) was 100 [mm/s] and the top tested movement speed was 250 

[mm/s]. The theoretical accuracy of the machine is 50 [μm] but this has not been tested in this 

project. 

 

In the scope of the master thesis all prototype-symptoms were not eliminated, where the most 

considerable issue being the motors occasionally skipping steps (and losing their location) 

during rapid accelerations and changes in velocity. When this happens, it will most likely result 

in a failed print. 

 

The proposed solution for this is to further adjust the firmware to allow for finer, more regulated 

accelerations and speeds. Another possible solution is to replace the motors with stronger 

ones. 

 

In delivery the machine operates using state of the art components and software, from 

prominent Swedish and international producers. 

An interview of Isak Emericks alongside the printer can be seen in Appendix B, in the form 
of a newsletter.  
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Sammanfattning 

Det här projektet initierades av Postnord som ville utveckla en egen storskalig FDM 3D printer, 

huvudsakligen på grund av två anledningar. Den första för att kunna använda samarbetet med 

KTH för att visa hur Postnord främjar inhemsk produktion samtidigt som de själva är ledare 

och initiativtagare inom additiv tillverkning i Sverige. Den andra anledningen var för att få tag 

på en maskin som har möjligheten att skriva ut stora- och småskaliga prototyper och produkter 

som kan användas i en industriell miljö. 

 

De uppsatta målen och önskvärda resultatet med PP3D (PostPapper3D - projektnamn) var 

att konstruera en storskalig FDM 3D skrivare, men en byggarea på 1 kvadratmeter och (om 

möjligt) en byggvolym på 1 kubikmeter, kapabel att skriva ut delar för industriella tillämpningar. 

Det här skulle uppnås genom att använda industriella komponenter och toppmoderna 

kontrollsystem för 3D skrivare. Sensorer för att upptäcka när utskriftsmaterialet var på väg att 

ta slut och automatisk utjämning av byggytan var också önskvärt. 

 

Förutom dessa målsättningar så ville KTH-IIP att arbetet skulle fokusera på konstruktionen av 

en storskalig FDM 3D skrivare, vilka utmaningar och problem som uppstår när tekniken skalas 

upp, för att fortsätta den interna visionen om att utveckla strategiska kompetenser inom 

additiva tillverkningsmetoder - vilket industrin efterfrågade. 

 

Resultatet av projektet var en 3D skrivare med en byggvolym på 1000x1000x950 [mm] som 

kommer utrustad med två (individuellt styrda) utskriftshuvuden - som antingen kan skriva ut 

två identiska kopior av samma objekt eller som kan arbeta tillsammans för att bygga upp en 

komponent mer effektivt. 

 

Den högsta testade utskriftshastigheten var 100 [mm/s] och den högsta testade hastigheten 

för rörelse var 250 [mm/s]. Den teoretiska upplösningen hos maskinen är 50 [μm] men det här 

har inte kontrollerats i det här projektet. 

 

Inom omfattningen av ett examensarbete (civilingenjör) så hann inte alla prototyp-symptom 

elimineras, där det mest betydande problemet var att motorerna bitvis missar steg (och förlorar 

sin positionering) under hastiga accelerationer och förändringar i rörelseriktning. När detta 

händer så resulterar det oftast i misslyckade utskrifter. 

 

Den presenterade lösningen för det här är att fortsätta justera mjukvaruinställningarna tills 

finare och mer kontrollerade rörelsemönster uppnås. En annan tänkbar lösning är att byta ut 

motorerna mot starkare varianter. 

 

Vid leverans så nyttjar maskinen toppmoderna komponenter och mjukvara, från framstående 

svenska och internationella producenter. 

 

En intervju med Isak Emericks tillsammans med 3D skrivaren hittas i Bilaga B, i formen av ett 

nyhetsbrev.  
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Nomenclature 

This report makes use of several technical terms and abbreviations and many of them are 

presented and described in Table 1 to enable better understanding of the concepts in this 

paper. 

 

Table 1 Nomenclature 

 

Word Description 

Open source Users have the right to study, change and 
distribute the software to anyone and for 
any purpose 

Porosity Gaps/voids in the structure due to inherent 
characteristics of FDM 

Delamination Tendency in materials to warp/distort as it 
solidifies 

E-step calibration Test to determine actual length of extruded 
filament 

Cold Pull Way to clean the nozzle utilizing semi-
molten filament 

Slicing / Hatching Splitting up a 3D model into consecutive 2D 
layers.  
Alt. The process of constructing toolpaths 
for every 2D layer 

Post processing Any task/effort made on a 3D printed object 
to enhance it - after printing has finished 

Filament Material that goes into printing the parts 

Extruder Pushes the material forward (toward the 
hotend) 

Hotend Melts the thermoplastic filament 

Nozzle Squirts out the molten plastic into fine lines 

Printer bed / printer bed surface Where the 3D printed models are built on 

Cooling fan(s) Helps in solidifying the plastic and keeping 
components from overheating 

Display / Control Unit For monitoring and adjusting settings 

Build volume Within this volume anything* can be 3D 
printed 

Motherboard / controller board The brain of the 3D printer 
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Frame The chassi of the 3D printer 

Motion components Stepper motors, belts, threaded rods, end 
stops - all used to enable the controlled 
movement of the 3D printer 

Power supply unit Supplies power to the entire 3D printer 

Jerk The rate of change of acceleration 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
 

This section of the report will introduce the reader to the master thesis project and provide 

initial insights to the reasoning for constructing a large frame FDM 3D printer at KTH for 

Postnord. 

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

 1.1 Thesis context 

 1.2 Thesis goal and outline 

 1.3 Delimitations 

 

1.1 Thesis context 

 
Postnord has an in-house department Postnord 3D Solutions [1] that solely focus on the 
development and application of additive manufacturing - both for internal and external use. 
Through this facility, Postnord has developed knowledge and competencies in FDM and 
various other additive manufacturing techniques. During a summer internship - as a machine 
operator - Isak Emericks were presented with the opportunity to develop a large frame FDM 
3D printer for industrial applications. This led to the initialization of this project where the goal 
was to construct a fully functioning FDM 3D printer with a build plate area of 1000x1000 [mm] 
and a desired build height of at least 500 [mm], 1000 [mm] if possible. Additional requests 
were for the printer to have two individually controlled printer heads (to enable the use of 
multiple nozzles and materials) and smart solutions for automatic bed levelling and machine 
diagnostics and maintenance protocols.  
 
This project was initiated by Postnord, the first client, mainly for two reasons. The first reason 
was to be able to use the collaboration between Postnord and KTH to present how Postnord 
are promoting domestic production in the same time as portraying themselves as leaders in 
the field of additive manufacturing in Sweden. The second reason was to get a machine with 
the ability to print both small- and large-scale prototypes and products to be used in an 
industrial environment. 
 
The second client was KTH that (alongside this project) were developing strategic 
competencies across the field of plastic and metal additive technologies. The interest in this 
project was to gain knowledge of challenges in constructing and using large frames in FDM 
3D printing technologies. 

In terms of materials the focus of this project was to mainly use easy-to-print materials, such 
as PLA, and rather focus tests on how the FDM technology functions as the frame is scaled 
up significantly. 

Industrial applications possible in using FDM technologies are (in writing) mainly prototypes 
(shape, size and function) as basis for production. Some final products, where other 
conventional methods have a hard time producing the parts (low series, high cost/complexity) 
were also present to some extent. One example being 3D printed frames for protective visors 
(as protection in the Corona outbreak that happened in early 2020), see [2] for more 
information. 
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1.2 Thesis goals and outline 

 

The main target of this thesis and its research question is summed up in the following phrase. 

 

“CHALLENGES IN CONSTRUCTING LARGE FRAME FDM 3D PRINTERS” 

 
Three derived research questions from the phrase 
 

➢ What are the challenges in constructing large frame FDM 3D printers? 

➢ How is print quality affected? 

➢ How are print speeds affected? 
 
This paper starts with a literature review - providing and introduction to the field and context 
to the construction phase & decision making throughout the project. Special emphasis is 
placed on the characteristics of the FDM technology using plastic filaments in cartesian 
machine configurations. 
 
After which the methodological journey of constructing the printer will be presented. This 
section goes more in-depth regarding the chosen components and solutions for the PP3D 
machine and how it was assembled. 
 
To evaluate the degree of which the constructed FDM machine achieved desired goals and 
requests a period of test printing and fine tuning of the machine firmware and software 
followed - in which several areas of improvements were discovered and dealt with. 
 

1.3 Delimitations 

 
Below is a list of delimitations that were decided in consultation with Sasan Dadbakhsh (KTH-
IIP), Amir Rashid (KTH-IIP) and Tomas Lundström (Postnord). 
 

➢ Only focus on constructing a robust 3D printer - without adding extra features 

such as laser engraving and CNC milling (all-in-one solutions) 

 

➢ Due to the construction phase taking substantial amounts of time, the focus was 

restricted to make the PP3D machine print well using only PLA filaments 

 

➢ No heated chamber or use of nitrogen (for consistent printing environment) - this 

would add too much cost and time to be feasible in a master thesis project or with 

the given budget 

 

➢ No CAD model or digital schematics of the entire construction - due to time 

constraints 

 

➢ The motors were not upgraded into stronger ones - Postnord may purchase 

stronger motors if they wish and fine tune the firmware to improve the 

performance of the PP3D further 
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➢ No fan ducts or custom-made housing for the printer heads - Postnord has the 

competence and resources to make those themselves 

 

➢ Only cartesian machines were evaluated. Briefly at the start of the project, using 

a robot arm (anthropomorphic) or SCARA robot was discussed. Rather soon 

these ideas were disregarded due to budget and time constraints. 

 

➢ No comparison between printed parts with injection molded ones. Had already 

been done in one of the papers in the literature study [26] 

 

➢ Only tested 1.75 [mm] filament, not 2.85 [mm]. In conversations with Martin 

Bondéus [41] it was recommended that by using these types of filaments the 

machine would be able to print faster for the used nozzles. 

 

➢ No nozzles were tested with a wider diameter than 1.0 [mm]. This was underlined 

by Tomas Lundström due to previous bad results with wider diameter nozzles. 

 

➢ Not trying to achieve greater printing speeds than existing printers on the market. 

Initially it was addressed that it would be interesting for KTH-IIP to investigate 

what it would take to reach up to five times faster printing speeds than in existing 

industrial FDM 3D printers. This idea was soon dismissed due to both time and 

budget constraints 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature review 
 

This section of the report will cover the literature review of the project. In short this serves as 

an introduction to the specified field and background coverage leading up to the problem 

specification. 

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

 2.1 Additive manufacturing 

 2.2 Fused Deposition Modeling 

 2.3 Materials in FDM and their characteristics 

 2.4 Challenges in FDM 3D printing 

 

2.1 Additive manufacturing 
 

This chapter contains background information to some of the most common additive 

manufacturing technologies, however, with the focus on plastic manufacturing techniques - 

the current focus of Postnord.  

2.1.1 Introduction to AM 

One of the earliest cases of AM can be traced to MIT where the original patent was filed. 

However, in dissecting the very core of AM, nature in itself also provides several cases where 

the adding of material is used in synthetic ways to build up complex and functional geometries. 

[4] 

 

In its essence 3D printing is an AM technique - meaning objects and shapes are in most cases 

created by the sequential adding of layers. The process begins with a CAD model, the desired 

component to be manufactured, that is processed through a slicing/hatching software - to 

generate a printable file built up in a layer-on-layer manner. [5] 

 

3D printing in production is in many ways more costly than traditional subtractive 

manufacturing methods (like injection molding and milling/lathing) however, it comes with the 

potential to significantly reduce the production times for complex parts produced in small 

series. Additionally, AM techniques enables greater flexibility in design since one machine 

may in theory produce any part without the need for changing tools, even where some parts 

would have been hard or impossible to make as single components using conventional means. 

[6] 

 

AM comes with many benefits, some of them are listed here below. 

 

1. Freedom of design - AM can produce an object of virtually any shape, even those 
not producible by other current means 
 

2. Complexity for free - Increasing object complexity in AM will increase production 
costs only marginally 
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3. Potential elimination of tooling - Direct production is possible without costly and 
time-consuming tooling 
 

4. Lightweight design - AM enables weight reduction via topological optimization (eg 
with FEA) 
 

5. Part consolidation - Reducing assembly requirements by consolidating parts into 
a single component; even complete assemblies with moving parts are possible 
 

6. Elimination of production steps - Even complex objects may be manufactured in 
a single process step [7] 

 
 
See also FIGURE 1 for cost benefits of AM as a function of the number of components (left) 
and the complexity of the components (right). 
 

 
FIGURE 1 - AM compared to conventional methods in terms of cost for production and 

complexity [8] 

 

As presented above there are several benefits using AM methods. There are however still 

some disadvantages, where some of them are mentioned here. 

 

○ Limited component size - Size of producible component is limited by the chamber 

size/build volume of the machine 

 

○ Slow build rates - Various inefficiencies in the process resulting from prototyping 

heritage are still present. Speeds are however, estimated to increase in the near 

future - resulting in shorter printing times. [5] 

 

○ High production costs - Resulting from slow build rates, high costs of materials 

and need for clean-up & post processing in many cases. 
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2.2 Fused Deposition Modeling 

 

This chapter aims to go more in-depth when it comes to the FDM method (the chosen method 

in this project). Techniques in both desktop FDM printers and Industrial ones as well as 

parameters and components will be discussed in following sections. 

 

The Fused Deposition Modelling technique takes a digital design and turns it into a physical 
object using plastic filaments pushed through a heated extrusion nozzle. Depending on the 
material, different challenges occur in the production process and the produced part may show 
different mechanical properties. [6]  
 
Due to the safe and efficient nature of the process (compared to other AM techniques), high 
stability, low cost and the potential to make use of industrial-grade engineering thermoplastics 
(Nylon, ABS, PC, Carbon Fiber filled, Metal Fiber filled, ...) FDM has historically positioned 
itself as the main applied AM process for industrial use and functional prototypes but also low 
volume production. [9]  
 

See FIGURE 2 for a clarification of the FDM technique. 
 

 
FIGURE 2 - Up-close image of the FDM process [10] 

 

If multiple nozzles are available in the machine one of them may be used to build the part and 

the other one to extrude support materials, see FIGURE 3. 
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FIGURE 3 - Printing with two nozzles [11] 

 

If the machine is only equipped with a single nozzle support material may still be printed but 

using the same material for printing of the part and the supports. 

2.2.1 Desktop FDM printers 

In 2007 the patent for Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) that was developed by Mr. S. Crump 
in 1989 expired. This led to an explosion of innovation, due to unrestricted access to the 
technology, and the emergence of so-called desktop 3D printers. [12]  
 
To understand the impact of these types of machines, and how they came into being, one 
must first understand RepRap and Open Source. 
 
REPRAP & OPEN SOURCE 
A significant facet of understanding the emergence of desktop 3D printers is the RepRap & 
Open Source movement.  
 
The following quote may be used to describe the nature of RepRap. 
 
“The philosophy of RepRap changed 3D printing forever. The principle is easy: Just use a 3D printer 
to print the parts for the assembly of a new 3D printer. The world of 3D printing certainly wouldn’t be 

the same without these self-replicating 3D printers (hence the term “RepRap”).” [13]  
 
Hand-in-hand with RepRap follows the Open Source movement, where the following quote 
may be used for a definition. 
 
“Open-source software (OSS) is a type of computer software in which source code is released under 

a license in which the copyright holder grants users the rights to study, change, and distribute the 

software to anyone and for any purpose.” [14] 
 
RepRap in combination with open source lead to many 3D printers coming out - where one of 
the more prevalent ones are the PRUSA models. 
 
PRUSA (Original Prusa i3 MK3S - currently on the Mach 3 model revision) exist as a result of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_license
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_distribution
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the RepRap/Open Source movement [15] and serves as a great example of what a desktop 
3D printer can be.  
 
See FIGURE 4 for a presentation of the Prusa i3 MK3S with some technical specifications.  
 

 
FIGURE 4 - Up-close image of the Original Prusa i3 MK3S [16] 

 
As can be deducted from FIGURE 4 this compact piece of machinery is capable of producing 
parts of relatively fine quality (layer height: 50-400 [μm]) for the relatively modest investment 
of ~1000 $.  
 
One way of understanding how groundbreaking this was in the field of AM and home 
fabrication is to consider FIGURE 5 - Overview of industrial vs Desktop FDM printers in [2.2.2 
Industrial FDM printers] where especially price-to-build volume is an interesting ratio. 
 
Consider these simple calculations that display amounts of cubic millimeters per dollar spent. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
The value for customer in the case of the Prusa i3 MK3S printer [16] is more than 11 times 
greater than that found in a typical industrial 3D printer. With the main restriction that there is 
no possibility to produce larger parts than the restricted build volume. This means that some 
parts are not possible to manufacture or needs to be separated into smaller components for 
them to be produced.  
 
For further reading see also... 
[74], [38] & [10] 
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2.2.2 Industrial FDM printers 

Stratasys is credited to be the inventor of FDM and is (in writing this paper) one of the market 

leaders within the field of industrial FDM machines. [9] 

 

The major benefit of these systems is that they are complete solutions in one package - 
hardware, software, material all come bundled-in with the installation of such a machine. This 
as opposed to the home-built, patched together solutions that may be present in certain 
desktop 3D printer cases (Wanhao and Ender) that only deliver hardware. No slicing software 
and no filaments come with the purchase of the printer. This may put off some producers that 
have the means for more substantial investments and want the comfort of only dealing with 
one supplier. 
 
Other major (historical) benefits of the industrial 3D printers have been the build quality, notice 
Standard accuracy in FIGURE 5, both regarding the machine itself but also consistency 
throughout the batches of printed parts.  
 
In an interview with David Braam - developer of the Open Source slicing software Cura and 
firmware of the desktop 3D printer Ultimaker [17] - he said the following statement. 
 

An industrial company would rather have 10 bad prints that are exactly the same than 10 prints with 

differences of which 4 are really good. -Braam, D.  [10]  
 

 
FIGURE 5 - Overview of industrial vs Desktop FDM printers [10] 

 
Both build envelope and production capabilities are usually greater in industrial FDM 3D 
printers. However, when considering the Machine cost (and as stated earlier the build 
volume/dollar ratio) the main revolutionary aspect is the ability for any consumer to get access 
to this technology and produce parts that are not significantly worse than those out of an 
industrial machine - and in some cases perhaps even better. 
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2.2.3 State of the Art in large frame FDM 3D printers 

Before attempting to construct a large frame FDM 3D printer available machines were 

investigated and analyzed. In doing this insight about part selection and design approaches 

were obtained alongside an understanding of the main architecture of the large frame 

machines. 

 

Table 2 presents the machines that were investigated in the SOTA-analysis. 

 
Table 2 State of the Art 

 

Name Image Cost Build Volume Layer Height 

BIGrep ONE 
[19] 

 

$39 000 1005x1005x100
5 [mm] 

0.1 to 1.4 [mm] 

MODIX BIG 60 / 
120X [20] & [21] 

 

$3700 / $6500 600x600x660 
[mm] / 
1200x600x640 
[mm] 

0.05 to 1 [mm] 

Thingiverse 
1200x1200x600 
printer [22] 

 

$2000 1200x1200x600 
[mm] 

0.05 to 1 [mm] 

PRINTLarge 
(conceptual 
printer - thesis 
from KTH) [23] 

 

$5000 1208x1153x138
6 [mm] 

0.05 to 1 [mm] 

Massivit 1800 
[35] 

 

$360,000 to 
$400,000 

1800x1500x120
0 [mm] 

+ 1 [mm] 

 
A substantial portion of the PRINTLarge thesis consisted of FEA calculations, where most 
aspects of the machine construction were evaluated. 
 
One calculation used 45x45x1500 aluminum profiles (for the frame) and a static load of 1000 
[N] at the middle of the beam and produced a maximum deformation of less than 1 [mm].  
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This was a static simulation done using Solid Edge 2019 software [120]. Considering that in a 
dynamic simulation there are several other points that need to be considered, for instance the 
possibility of excitation due to eigen frequencies.  
 
Using the calculations from this paper as a reference, in combination with the technical 
specifications from the other state of the art machines, it was deemed safe and appropriate to 
use 60x60x1500 aluminum profiles for the construction of the PP3D printer. After testing the 
PP3D in action it could be verified that these were fair assumptions and the profiles showed 
little to no tendencies in deformations. 
 
For the design of the final shape of the PP3D is was a great resource having done a state-of-
the-art analysis early in the project work. This eliminated the need for complex FEA analyses, 
had already been done for the PRINTLarge machine and, since working printers were 
presented with most of the specifications and used parts listed. 

2.2.4 Parameters in FDM and their role 

Here some of the more central parameters in FDM 3D printing are presented. For an initial 

overview see FIGURE 6. 

 

 
FIGURE 6 - Image showing some of the more fundamental parameters in FDM [9] 

 

To better understand the figure and the terminology, listed below are parameters alongside 

an explanation of the core concepts. 

 

I. Slice height - Layer thickness which is equal to the distance travelled in z-

direction in between layers 

II. Material extrusion nozzle diameter - A guideline is that the height of one layer 

should be smaller than the diameter of the nozzle [25] 

III. Model build temperature - Temperature of the hotend (part that melts the 

plastic filament). A lower temperature usually results in a nicer print but also a 

weaker structure, whereas a higher temperature may lead to stronger print 

structures but a more uneven surface finish - [23] 

IV. Raster width - Width of the deposited material string/path 

V. Raster angle - The angle of the deposited material. 45 deg in respect to the x-
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axis has been proved to be beneficial for the printed structures [26] 

VI. Hatching spacing/Scan line offset/Air gap (Varies based on raster type) - 

This is the air space in between the inner raster tool path and the outer contour 

lines 

VII. Part fill style - Fill pattern and the tool path in each layer that is required to print 

the models 

VIII. Infill density - Amount of infill material, usually set as a percentage-value 

IX. Nozzle temperature - Higher nozzle temperature generally leads to stronger 

layer bonding but rougher surface finish, lower nozzle temperature generally 

leads to weaker print structure but finer surface finish. [23] & [27] 

For further reading see also… 
[9] and [26] 

2.2.5 Components in FDM 

There are many components found in a FDM 3D printing machine and they will be addressed 

in this paragraph of the paper.  

 

MAIN PARTS IN DESKTOP FDM 3D PRINTERS 

Although many of the parts are reoccurring both in industrial and desktop FDM 3D printers - 

the focus of this report will be on desktop FDM machines and the components that constitute 

them may be found under this heading. See FIGURE 7 for an initial overview of a FDM desktop 

3D printer and its components. 

 

 
FIGURE 7 - Image showing the main parts of a desktop FDM 3D printer [28] 

 

Below is a list that summarizes the components and their role(s). 

 

List of main Parts in a FDM 3D Printers with explanations 

A. Filament - The material that goes into printing the parts 

B. Extruder - Pushes the material forward (toward the hotend) 

C. Hot End - Melts the thermoplastic filament 

D. Nozzle - Squirts out the molten plastic into fine lines 
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E. Printer Bed - Surface that the 3D printed models are built upon 

F. Cooling Fans - Cools the plastic and assists in keeping electrical components 

from overheating 

G. Display / Control Unit - For monitoring and adjust settings (can also be web-

based [Wi-Fi] or accessed via the USB port using a computer) 

H. Build Volume - The volume in which parts may be 3D printed 

 

ADDITIONAL PARTS IN DESKTOP FDM 3D PRINTERS 

 

Some additional parts (not shown in the image above) that are also necessary are added in 

the list below. 

 

I. Motherboard / controller Board [29] - The brains of the 3D printer that holds 

the firmware but also receives, translates and executes operations 

J. Frame - The chassi of the 3D printer that provides stability and other 

components are mounted onto this [30] 

K. Motion components - Stepper motors, belts and threaded rods all of which 

are used to enable a controlled movement of the 3D printer [31] 

L. Power supply unit - Supplies and distributes power to the entire 3D printer 

[32] 

 

For further reading see also… 
[67] 

 

2.3 Materials in FDM and their characteristics 

 

In this paragraph the focus will be on some of the most common materials that may be used 

in FDM and their characteristics. A wide range of other materials are available; all from 

common - low grade polymers - to high-performing engineering-grade plastics, however, they 

were not of interest in this project. 

 

The following materials will be presented and briefly reviewed in this section. 
 

ABS 

PLA 

PETG 

NYLON 

 

The presented materials, images and information, are based on an empirical gathering of 

information performed by Simplify3D [33], that in their own words was explained in the 

following way. 

 

“After over a year of research, countless filament spools, and hundreds of hours of printing, our team 

is proud to present the Ultimate 3D Printing Materials Guide. Covering over a dozen of the most 

popular materials in use today, this guide will help you select the best material for your next project or 

improve the quality of your prints with tips from our experts.” [33] 
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See FIGURE 8 for an overview and comparison of the mentioned materials. 

 

 
FIGURE 8 - Overview and comparison of some of the most used materials in FMD [33] 

 

It was decided in an early stage of the project that PLA would be the primary focus. The 

reasoning was that in constructing a 3D printer from scratch, the best thing for proof-of-concept 

was to use the most accessible and processible material to hone the machine and in later 

stages (if additional time was available) move on with harder to process materials. [3] 

 
In the end neither ABS, PETG nor Nylon was processed in the PP3D. However, in a parallel 

project, where Isak Emericks served as guiding counsel, PETG material was used to test for 

example porosity and density in printed parts using FDM. [34] On top of this, the hotend and 

nozzle used in the PP3D was carefully selected to be able to process even these types of 

materials - that require higher melting temperatures and even hardened nozzles or all-metal 

hotends. 

 

For further reading see also… 
[9], [5], [38] & [10] 
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2.4 Challenges in FDM 3D printing 
 

There are several challenges present in FDM 3D printing, some more prevalent than others, 

and some scale as the size of the printer frame and build volume is increased. This part of the 

report deals with problems that may appear, both in the preparation of and during prints, as 

well as potential threats to the quality of the parts and the integrity of the machine and its 

components. 

2.4.1 Porosity 

One of the more significant challenges in FDM is the issue of porosity in the printed structures. 

One way of observing the issues of major inconsistencies in the 3D printed structure is through 

a gas bubble test.  

 

The basic idea of the gas bubble test was to submerge different printed shapes into water and 

pressurizing them, using compressed air to identify any leakage in the form of air bubbles. 

See FIGURE 9 for a conceptual presentation of the experiment. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 9 - Illustration of the gas bubble test [38] 

 

As the shapes were submerged and pressurized, critical areas and features were identifiable. 

In FIGURE 9 the top view and the arrows indicate gas leakage and hence the weak spots and 

areas of the geometries. 

 

One of the main findings of the study was that the extrusion multiplier “K-value” was the most 

important parameter in reducing porosity in FDM - and should normally be set to 98 % density. 

 
In the performed study no changes in outcome were discovered as different temperatures 
and/or filaments were tested. The conclusion was therefore that these parameters do not 
influence porosity substantially. 
 
Another way of investigating the porosity is to print a solid part, of a known volume, and 
compare the weight of the printed part to a calculated theoretical weight (by applying the 
density of the material). This was done at KTH-IIP in a parallel project. [34] 
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2.4.2 Delamination 

As previously shown, in the [2.3 Materials in FDM and their characteristics] chapter, some 
materials do not require a heated chamber or a sealed environment but may instead benefit 
from intense cooling, this is the case with PLA and PETG for instance. However, while using 
other materials, such as ABS or Nylon, intense cooling is strongly discouraged due to the 
materials being more prone to warping. If cooled too fast delamination may occur, as the 
plastic shrinks, and in these cases a heated bed is advised since it may prevent warping if the 
temperature is set appropriately. Furthermore, if the build chamber is encapsulated and/or 
heated evenly this will to a greater extent also prevent warping and cracking. [39] See FIGURE 
10 for an illustration of delamination, warping and cracking in FDM. 
 

 
FIGURE 10 - Cracking and warping caused by a non-isothermal print environment [10] 

2.4.3 Printing speed 

High printing speed was one of the targeted areas of this project, therefore, this will be 

addressed several times in this report. What can be said to introduce the topic though is that 

there are some identifiable key elements that affect the printing speed, and the quality of the 

printed part(s) - see FIGURE 11, and they are listed in this chapter. 
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FIGURE 11 - A set of owls printed in a printer not configured for fast FDM 3D printing [40] 
 

Hotend - affects the flow rate of extruded filament 

The hotend must be able to melt the filament in a fast and decent manner. There are two 
standards in hotends to accommodate for both 1.75 [mm] and 2.85 [mm] filament. The primary 
idea was to investigate both cases but Martin Bondéus [CEO Bondtech - manufacturer of 
extruders and 3D printer components] advised that 1.75 [mm] filament may be extruded faster 
due to the smaller surface area to that of 2.85 [mm] filament). [41]. See FIGURE 12 for the 
MosquitoTM Magnum hotend used in the PP3D. 
 

 
FIGURE 12 - MosquitoTM Magnum hotend - as used in this project [42] 

 

This hotend allows for an efficient bonding process due to its high thermal capacities (up to 

450 °C). This may in turn lead to the elimination of porosity due to the plastic being in a highly 

viscous state as it is extruded. This was desired by the supervisor, Sasan Dadbakhsh. [3]  

 

Stepper motors - affect the printing speed 

The motors must be able to allow for fast movement without the risk of skipping steps [43]. 
See FIGURE 13 for the Nema 23 stepper motor that was used for X, Y and Z movements in 
this project. 
 

 
FIGURE 13 - NEMA 23 Stepper motor - as used in this project [44] 

 

Frame - reduces vibrations in the construction 

The frame and the overall construction must have high resistance to deformation (stiffness) to 

https://www.bondtech.se/sv/produkt-kategori/extrudrar/
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provide significant levels of damping to in turn minimize vibrations throughout the structure. 
[45] See FIGURE 14 for an early CAD model of the 3D printer frame. 
 

 
FIGURE 14 - Image showing early CAD design of the printer frame 

 

Nozzle - affects extruded volume of filament 

A wider nozzle diameter will usually result in a shorter printing time since more material may 
be extruded at once, covering a larger surface area leads to fewer passes and a faster print. 
See FIGURE 15 for nozzles with different diameters. 
 

 
FIGURE 15 - Nozzles with different diameter [46] 

 
When it comes to the nozzle diameter there is a tradeoff between high speed (more extruded 
volume) and finer details in the finished print. In a meeting with Postnord they were very 
specific in not using nozzles with a diameter wider than 1 [mm] in the PP3D project. [3] They 
referred to a test print they received from a company that was printed with a 2 [mm] in diameter 
nozzle that had a rough surface finish. See FIGURE 16 for that test piece. 
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FIGURE 16 - Coarse steps in between each layer line, this was not desired by Postnord in 

the PP3D 
 
Sasan Dadbakhsh initially disregarded this and encouraged exploring nozzles with wider 
diameters, even up toward 5 [mm] was discussed. [3] However, in the end the nozzles 
mounted and tested in the PP3D ranged from 0.4 [mm] to 0.8 [mm] in diameter. This pleased 
Postnord and was acceptable to S.Dadbakhsh, the printer was developed for and paid by 
Postnord in the end. 
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CHAPTER 3: Methods, approaches and 
materials 

 

This section of the report will describe the process leading up to the construction of the large 

frame FDM 3D printer, the targeted approach (goals & values from Postnord and KTH) and 

the components and technical solutions that were chosen. 

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

 3.1 Targeted approach 

 3.2 Part selection 

 

3.1 Targeted approach 
 

In constructing the PP3D FDM 3D printer there were several targeted goals that needed to be 

considered before deciding of what components and solutions were suitable. In meeting with 

the supervisors Sasan Dadbakhsh (KTH-IIP), Amir Rashid (KTH-IIP) and Tomas Lundström 

(Postnord) these points of interest were chosen as key points throughout the construction. 

 

Print volume 

➢ Consensus - “1000x1000x500 [mm] or 1000x1000x1000 [mm] if possible.” 

 

✓ Final PP3D configuration: 1000x1000x950 [mm] 

 

Quality 

➢ Consensus - “Best outcome of the parts were desired foremost, the parts are 

intended to be used.” [3]  

 

✓ Final PP3D configuration: Theoretical tolerance/resolution: 50 μm [55], using 

input values: 1.8°, 5 and 32) 

 

Nozzle diameter/infill pattern 

➢ S.Dadbakhsh - “For faster prints (especially for infill) a wide nozzle diameter 
should be used.” [3] 

➢ T.Lundström - “You should NOT go with a 2 [mm] nozzle diameter. 1 [mm] 
maximum, consider the lines on the MOAI statue.” [FIGURE 16] 

 

✓ Final PP3D configuration: 0.4 [mm], 0.6 [mm] and 0.8 [mm] were used in the 

PP3D 

 
Print temperature 

➢ Consensus - “In order to be able to use engineering grade plastics the hotend 

& nozzle should be able to reach temperatures up to +400 °C.” 
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✓ Final PP3D configuration:  MosquitoTM Magnum hotends able to reach up to 450 

°C were used in the PP3D 

 

Print speeds 

➢ A.Rashid - “Can we reach 5x printing speed (to that of the current state of the 

art)?” [3]  

➢ T.Lundström - “If we can reach speeds above 100 [mm/s] that is good, I am 

unsure if it is possible to go much faster in such a machine.” [3] 

 

✓ Final PP3D configuration: Test were conducted where the motors were able to 

move the printheads at speeds up toward 250 [mm/s]. In printing, the tested top 

speed was 100 [mm/s] and this was done using vase mode/spiralize with g-

code generated in Cura (4.1.0). 

 

Made in Sweden: 

➢ Consensus - Domestic production was a significant area in this project. A big 

portion behind the initiative from Postnord was to promote this idea and Isak 

Emericks made an effort to, whenever possible, only use Swedish components 

in this build. [3] 

 

✓ Final PP3D configuration: Most of the parts and components were sourced 

through Swedish suppliers (estimation: +85 %). Several parts were designed 

and made at KTH-IIP. 

 

These points were considered before purchasing parts and/or making any major construction 

decisions.  

 

comment: In the end some of these targets were only partially achieved due to either lack of 

time or because other consensus was met - for instance conflicting interests in nozzle sizes 

led to S.Dadbakhsh allowing Postnord to decide on using smaller nozzle sizes. 

 

SPONSORSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS 

Many of the deals made in this project were to some extent sponsorships and achieved 

through the promise Postnord made that any company that significantly sponsor this project 

will have their company name and logotype printed onto the machine. Also, in any current or 

future publications that regards to this machine, those company names will be mentioned as 

partners. [66].  

 

The goal for Postnord in seeking sponsorships was to establish favorable partnerships with 

(primarily) Swedish producers and distributors. Several companies were invited to take part in 

this project, where the main ones who did are:  

 

★ add:north 

★ Bondtech 

★ Rollco 
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Some companies were unable to participate in this project but the ones who did, such as 

Bondtech and add:north were all companies that provide key information and essential 

components that significantly improved the outcome of this project.  

 

3.2 Part selection 

 

This section of the report covers part selection and purchasing of … 

 

 1 - ALUMINUM PROFILES, LINEAR RAILS & LEAD SCREWS 

 2 - MOTORS / FANS / CABLES & ELECTRONICS 

 3 - BELTS & PULLEYS 

4 - EXTRUDERS / HOTENDS & NOZZLES 

5 - HEATED BED & ENCAPSULATED PRINT CHAMBER 
 6 - FILAMENTS 

 7 - MOTHERBOARD / EXPANSION BOARD & FIRMWARE 

 8 - SLICING SOFTWARE  

 

1 - ALUMINUM PROFILES, LINEAR RAILS & LEAD SCREWS 

The first pieces to be investigated were the aluminum profiles that would be used to construct 

the frame and the components for the linear guides. 

 

First, assemblable and readily available kits on the markets were evaluated. However, no 

configuration was found that met dimensional criteria in terms of rigidity and build volume. This 

led to the decision of making a complete tailor-made machine. [3]  

 

Having investigated the four printers in the state of the art [2.2.3 State of the Art in large frame 
FDM 3D printers], in terms of used components and dimensions, the decision was made to 
use 60x60 [mm] hollow aluminum profiles as construction elements in this build. This would 
be similar to what the BIGrep used and based off on the calculation in the PRINTLarge report 
the deformations were anticipated to not be greater than 1 [mm]. 
 

SSAB / Sandvik Coromant / AluFlex / SKF / STÅLDEPÅN were all contacted before finding 

the willing and suitable supplier Rollco. Rollco specializes in products for linear transfers and 

automation solutions and they offered a complete set of aluminum profiles, linear rails with 

carriages, bearings with mounts and lead screws at a favorable price. 

 

The package from Rollco was delivered within a couple of weeks and can be seen in FIGURE 

17. 
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FIGURE 17 - Delivered package from Rollco 

 
2 - MOTORS / FANS / CABLES & ELECTRONICS 

 

In the reference 3D printer found at Thingiverse [3] Nema 23 stepper motors were used for X-

, Y- and Z-motion. After having investigated both Nema17, which are used in most traditional 

desktop 3D printers, and Nema 23 stepper motors it was decided that the stronger Nema 23 

motors would be used in the PP3D [3]. See FIGURE 18 for an image of the stepper motors. 

 

 
FIGURE 18 - Nema 23 stepper motor [44] 

 

The holding torque of one motor was 1.26 [Nm] and eight of them were used. Four motors for 

Z-movement, two motors for Y-movement and two motors for X-movement (one motor per 

printer head). The motors had a resolution of 1.8° per step, which is equivalent to 200 steps 

per full rotation. Some sources [67] recommended the use of motors with 0.9° per step, with 

the argument that it would result in twice the mechanical resolution and in turn much finer 

details in the printed parts, see FIGURE 19 for comparison.  
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FIGURE 19 - Left:0.9° stepper motors at 8x microstepping / Right: 1.8° stepper motors at 

16x microstepping [67] 
 

However, due to the large nature of the machine (the article focused on smaller desktop 3D 

printers) and the ability to add microstepping the decision was made to go forward with the 

readily available 1.8° per step motors. In doing so the motors could be ordered from elfa.se 

and received the next day. 

 

 More technical information regarding the motors may be found in [44]. 

 

The stepper motors could operate on either 12V or 24V. Before moving on with purchasing 

additional components a decision had to be made regarding what operational voltage the 

machine would utilize. After having done some research on the topic and having spoken with 

Martin Bondéus [41] 24V was selected as the main voltage. The two main benefits of using 

24V over 12V are listed below. 

 

● The motors may run faster 

● Higher heating power 

 

As the motors may rotate faster the print time(s) will also be shorter. On top of this, in having 

a higher heating power the plastic may melt faster and consequently may be extruded and 

printed faster, also resulting in shorter printing time(s). [68] & [69] 

 

The power supply would mainly have to be able to provide current to the following components. 

 

● Eight 2.8 [A] Nema 23 stepper motors [44] - summing up to 22.4 [A] 

● Two 0.7 [A] Nema 17 “pancake” [70] - summing up to 1.4 [A] 

 

Additionally, some fans, the motherboard/expansion board and some minor electrical 

components (sensors & endstops) needed to be powered, however these components run on 

significantly lower amounts of current. Also, some margin was desired to accompany for any 

future implementations and possible alterations (more sensors, LED-lights and other parts) 

Postnord may be willing to add. 

 

After having considered all of this, the chosen power supply was one capable of delivering a 

current of 31.3 [A] at 24V [71]. This was in line with the instructions from the Thingiverse-

printer, where a 1000 [W] power supply was used after which the conclusion was drawn that 

500 [W] would have been enough. The PS used in the PP3D is just in between these two, at 

750 [W] [22].  
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All electrical components could be plugged directly into prepared connections on the 

motherboard and expansion board, with only the Z-probe needing an added resistance to 

reduce the operational voltage of 24 [V] down to 5 [V].  

 

Cables, fans and endstops were also sourced through elfa.se. 

 

3 - BELTS & PULLEYS 

 

Jan Stamer assisted in ordering the belts and pulleys. An industrial supplier Mekanex was 

found and they had several suitable solutions for converting rotational to linear motion. Based 

on data from their catalog [56] a steel reinforced 10 [mm] wide AT5 cord would be able to bear 

loads up to 610 [N]. This cord had the benefit of allowing the printer to run using pulleys with 

32 teeth.  

 

16, 32 or 64 teeth are recommended for the pulleys [27] since they result in integer values in 

the step-to-mm conversion. See FIGURE 20 for a schematic view of the cord and pulley 

mechanism. 

 
FIGURE 20 - Schematic view of the cord, pulleys and carriage [56] 

 

The size of each tooth is the same (regardless if 16, 32 or 64 are used) however as the number 

of teeth is increased, the diameter of the pulley will also increase. A pulley with 16 teeth 

therefore has a significantly smaller diameter than a pulley with 64 teeth. Therefore, the 

practical implication of choosing between 16, 32 or 64 toothed pulleys is that a larger diameter 

pulley can rotate slower, than a smaller diameter one, and still move the carriage the same 

distance. This is greatly beneficial for the motor since slower speeds, and speed changes, 

lead to smaller acceleration and jerk values and in turn milder loads.  

 

A system using a 16 toothed pulley need to move twice as fast as one using a 32 toothed one, 

and four times as fast as one using a 64 toothed pulley. This puts a significant added load on 

the motors and may lead to the motor not being able to bear the load and in turn lose track of 

its positioning by skipping steps. From this point of view a pulley with more teeth is 

recommended when wanting to achieve higher printing speeds. 

 

However, the tradeoff is that in using pulleys with more teeth the resolution is reduced. This is 

because the motor has a set resolution (1.8° per step - in the case of the PP3D). As the 

diameter is increased the resolution will be lower since each step of the motor will correspond 

to a larger number of teeth in the pulley and in turn a longer linear travel distance (for the 

carriage). See FIGURE 21 for an illustration of this. 
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FIGURE 21 - Illustration of pulleys of different diameters, the angle is exaggerated for 

illustrational purposes [121] 

 

The standard in desktop 3D printers is to use pulleys with 16 teeth with a resolution of 10 

microns, this is to be able to print small parts in high resolution - which is what most desktop 

3D printers are used for. In constructing a large frame FDM 3D printer, higher speeds are 

favorable and in order to achieve them larger pulleys need to be considered. On the other 

hand, if using a 64 toothed pulley the resolution would only be one fourth of that in using a 16 

toothed one, and this was considered to be too crude.  

 

comment: Background information courtesy [27] 

 

Since Postnord valued both speed and quality somewhat equally - during the project they 

never specified in too much detail what types of parts were to be produced in the machine - a 

32 toothed pulley was chosen as a sort of middle-ground in between high speed and fine 

resolution. 

 

Choosing the mentioned cord and pulley resulted in 20 motor steps for 1 [mm] of linear 

movement and a theoretical tolerance/resolution in the X-/Y-movement of 50 μm. [55], using 

input values: 1.8°, 5 and 32. 

 

4 - EXTRUDERS / HOTENDS & NOZZLES 

 

Bondtech is a Swedish company that develops, designs and manufactures the unique 

DualDrive feeders that is said to eliminate the risk of feed errors and deformation in the 

material as well as under-extrusion. By using two counter-rotating drive wheels, the Bondtech 

feeder grabs the material from two sides. The result is a more reliable, accurate and faster 

printing process. See FIGURE 22 for Bondtech extruder (as used in this project). 
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FIGURE 22 - BMG-M Extruder [72] 

 

Using this technology Bondtech claims that it is possible to print twice as fast. The Bondtech 

extruder(s) have been very well received and are considered to be among the best on the 

market [73]. So much so that the Ultimaker desktop 3D printers (considered to be one of the 

best professional and prosumer 3D printers [74] exclusively use extruders from Bondtech. 

 

Before choosing extruders, the diameter of the filament needs to be decided. add:north were 

able to deliver both 1.75 [mm] or 2.85 [mm] which were the two current standards. The 

hypothesis from Isak Emericks (KTH) and Tomas Lundström (Postnord) was that using a 2.85 

[mm] diameter filament would result in better overall performance - the Ultimaker followed this 

standard and it seemed more industrial. 

 

However, in discussions with Martin Bondéus (Bondtech - owner and CEO) regarding the use 

of either 1.75 [mm] or 2.85 [mm] diameter filament, Martin instructed that 1.75 [mm] diameter 

filament may be melted faster and in turn result in a faster print time [3] & [41] due to a smaller 

surface area and volume for the heater to melt. This led to the decision to go with 1.75 [mm] 

diameter filament for the PP3D.  

 

To top this all off Bondtech also supply the award winning MosquitoTM Magnum hotend [36] 

that is only compatible with 1.75 [mm] diameter filament. See FIGURE 23. 
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FIGURE 23 - MosquitoTM Magnum hotend mounted onto a BMG-M Extruder [75] 

 

This hotend could melt the filament up to 30 % faster than any other hotend on the market, in 

turn resulting in up to 30 % faster prints. It was also directly compatible with the BMG-M 

Extruder [76] & [77] supplied by Bondtech. This is one of the few parts used in the PP3D that 

was not from a Swedish manufacturer, but instead made in USA. 

 

The MosquitoTM Magnum hotend is designed to be used with MK8 nozzles, one of the standard 

nozzle sizes, and was able to reach temperatures up to 450 °C. In order to also be able to 

process engineering grade filaments the nozzles need to be made out of hardened steel or 

materials with equivalent characteristics.  

 

The Modix 3D printer used the Olsson Ruby nozzle [78] - made and designed in Sweden. 

Coming into this project this was the one nozzle Isak Emericks had heard was the best 

performing nozzle for desktop 3D printers and therefore the initial assumption was made that 

this would be the nozzles to be used in the PP3D. However, in speaking with Eric Bengtsson 

(Co-founder of add:north) arguments were put forward that the Olsson Ruby nozzle had 

become dated and was substituted by the more reliable Nozzle X. Tomas Lundström 

(Postnord) was familiar with the Nozzle X and also recommended that this nozzle should be 

used instead of the Olsson Ruby nozzle. 

 

add:north was able to supply the printer with a pair of 0.4 [mm] diameter and a pair of 0.6 [mm] 

diameter Nozzle X [35] and Bondtech was able to supply this project with a pair of 0.8 [mm] 

diameter Vanadium nozzles [79] (similar alternative to the Nozzle X). See FIGURE 24 for an 

image of the Nozzle X. 

 
FIGURE 24 - NOZZLE X [35] 
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Both the Vanadium nozzle and the Nozzle X are engineered to be able to process highly 

abrasive materials (including carbon fiber reinforced- & metal filled-filaments) and to perform 

consistently at high working temperatures. The Nozzle X is also coated with a polyphobic layer 

to avoid that filament builds up on the surface of the nozzle. 

 
5 - HEATED BED & ENCAPSULATED PRINT CHAMBER 
 
Postnord wanted a heated bed in the PP3D, to be able to process more demanding materials 
- such as ABS and nylon. Before this project initiated, they had already ordered a 1000x1000 
[mm] heated silicone mat [80] able to reach temperatures of +200 °C. See FIGURE 25. 

 
FIGURE 25 - Silicone heated bed [81] 

 
Most materials do not need the bed to heat up beyond 100 °C, however, some engineering 
grade plastics (such as ULTEM) [82] needs the bed to be able to reach higher temperatures. 
Postnord wanted to be able to process any types of materials so this was the reasoning for 
ordering a heated bed with such characteristics. 
 
Industrial FDM 3D printers, like the Stratasys Fortus 450 mc - as discussed in [2.2.2 Industrial 
FDM printers], come equipped with an encapsulated and heated chamber. Early in this project 
it was discussed however a heated chamber would be realizable within the scope of a master 
thesis project, but it was decided against this approach. [3] Demanding materials such as 
ULTEM does not necessarily require a heated chamber, however, the printing temperature of 
the nozzle needs to be able to reach temperatures of +400 °C and the print environment needs 
to be at consistent temperatures. [3] To achieve this it was decided that the printer would be 
encapsulated using polycarbonate sheets. Polycarbonate is a material commonly used for 
protective applications in industrial machines [83] and by encapsulating the print chamber any 
potentially toxic vapors and particles, resulting from the melting of the plastic, may be 
contained and filtered using active carbon filters. [84] & [85]  
 
6 - FILAMENTS 

 

add:north is a Swedish producer of high quality materials for FDM 3D printers and was the 

sponsor of filaments all throughout this project. The initiative to start add:north came from the 

lack of being able to find filaments with good mechanical and thermal characteristics and to 

be able to introduce a circular economy thinking into 3D printing, by for instance using recycled 

plastics and leftovers from the injection molding industry. 
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Apart from add:north being a major actor in the 3D printing filament market - with collaborations 

together with companies and institutes such as RISE, Volvo, SKF and Bondtech [37] - the 

main appeal in this project was the fact that they were a Swedish producer of high quality 

filaments. An added bonus for Postnord was the ability to influence the characteristics of 

certain filaments due to the direct contact with add:north and their development team. 

 

add:north carry all types of filaments, from PLA and flexible materials to different types of 

PETG and ABS. Both new (virgin) and recycled filaments may be ordered. See FIGURE 26 

for comparison diagram between add:north’s E-PLA and PETG. 

 

          
FIGURE 26 - Comparison diagram between E-PLA (left) [86] and PETG (right) [87] from 

add:north 

 

In the PP3D project only different types of E-PLA were tested (yellow, gray, black), but in a 

parallel project [34] add:north’s PETG (orange) was also evaluated. The decision to start 

testing with PLA filaments originated out of one of the first project meetings with Sasan 

Dadbakhsh (project supervisor) [3] due to its easy-to-print qualities. 

 

7 - MOTHERBOARD / EXPANSION BOARD & FIRMWARE 

 

In search of the most suitable motherboard, to act as the brains of the machine, there were 

several possible alternatives. The Thingiverse printer [22] used a modified 8-bit Ultimaker 

1.5.7 PCB main board. Most of this printer was constructed using recycled parts since that 

was what the designer had at hand. This was not the case for this project, so this solution was 

quickly exchanged in favor of more serious alternatives. 

 

Some other options were evaluated, such as several versions of Arduino boards. [88] These 

were all cheap, low- to medium-quality hardware intended to be used in simpler home-built 

hobbyist machines. Sasan Dadbakhsh did not consider any of these to be suitable for the 

PP3D. [89] See FIGURE 27 for the Arduino Mega 2560 & RAMPS 1.4 combination (left & 

middle) and the Ultimaker 1.5.7 PSB board (right). 
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FIGURE 27 - Arduino Mega 2560 & RAMPS 1.4 (left & middle) and Ultimaker 1.5.7 PSB 

(right) [89] 

 

In writing this paper 8-bit boards (such as in FIGURE 32 above) was still used in most desktop 

3D printers. The technology had become optimized using these sparse boards and the 

computational power did not need to take large portions of data in consideration.  

 

However, the move toward 32-bit was ongoing from for instance PRUSA, considered to be 

one of the branch leaders, with their PRUSA mini [90]. One of the main benefits of moving to 

32-bit hardware is the ability to process larger amounts of data in shorter amounts of time. 

Using 8-bit hardware in combination with “heavy” digital files, parts with significant amounts of 

detail or size, the processor may occasionally have a hard time reading the line-commands in 

the same time as keeping up with the physical motion of the machine - resulting in the machine 

displaying a stuttering motion and imperfections in the print. A direct effect of upgrading the 

hardware to 32-bit is the elimination of the lack of processing power. In other words, while 

using 32-bit hardware there is an (in writing this paper) abundance in processing power that 

may be used for other applications that may streamline the printing process.  

 

Some practical effects of upgrading the hardware to 32-bit is for instance the ability to 

incorporate more advanced sensors and control systems. The PP3D was able to have several 

endstops, laser filament sensors and inductive sensors for the bed levelling running at once - 

all the while having room to spare for future additions and improvements. One such addition 

could be a full color touchscreen, for control of the printer and to check job status, and lights 

to illuminate the build chamber and signal job completion. 

 

Since this project was not bound by using recycled components but instead came with a 

decent budget, extra care went into picking out the best possible motherboard for 3D printing 

applications.  

 

Postnord advice on using Marlin compatible hardware, due to Marlin being the most used and 

accessible open source coding language for 8-bit desktop 3D printers. [91] This was 

investigated but (in writing) Marlin had not advanced their firmware into a robust 32-bit 

compatible version, so this was not the preferred way to go in this project. After further 

investigation the RepRap developed Duet 2 Wi-Fi motherboard [92] was discovered. Based 

on several reports and reviews this was the number one 32-bit motherboard for 3D printing 

applications [93] & [94] and due to its RepRap origin, the board came prepared with a complete 

array of 3D printing firmware modules, some of which are listed here below. 

 

● Complete plug-and-play module for IDEX (independent dual extruders) 
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● Complete plug-and-play module for lead screw compensation and automatic bed 

levelling 

● Several modules for calibrating the printer and testing sensors, fans and other 

components [95] 

 

These features were all valuable to Postnord and RepRap made the implementation almost 

seamless. The Duet motherboard also allowed the use of RepRap firmware configuration tool 

[57], a guide for automatically generating the code for setting up the firmware of the 3D printer. 

 

See FIGURE 28 for image of the Duet 2 Wi-Fi motherboard and Duex5 expansion board. 

 

 
FIGURE 28 - Duet 2 Wi-Fi motherboard (left) and Duex5 expansion board (right) [92] 

 

This motherboard, and the interlinked software, streamlined all the firmware configuration by 

eliminating most of the need for manual insertion of code. It also allowed for easy plug-and-

play of the motors, fans, sensors and other electronic components. The Duet board came 

prepared with TMC2660 [96] stepper drivers, able to drive individual motors with a current of 

up to 4.0 [A]. This fully eliminated any need of adding extra stepper drivers, that would have 

been necessary in using Marlin compatible hardware or any configuration resembling that of 

the Thingiverse 3D printer.  

 

Additional benefits of using the Duet 2 Wi-Fi and RepRap firmware is that in contrast to Marlin 

[97], RepRap firmware has integrated support for touch screen applications and a web-based 

control system for supervising the printer and any active prints. This means that the PP3D 

printer may be connected to Postnord’s network and wirelessly controlled. All from booting up 

the system and running maintenance programs, lead screw compensation and auto bed 

levelling, to starting prints and supervising the 3D printing process may be executed through 

this web controller. 

 

Aspects of these features may be found in other solutions, such as Octoprint [98] or Repetier 

Host [99], but they are in comparison to the features of the RepRap Duet Web Control [100] 

& [101] lower-tier un-optimized software. See FIGURE 29 for a graphical overview of the Duet 

Web Control application. 
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FIGURE 29 - Duet Web Control application [102] 

 

In the end, the Duet 2 Wi-Fi control board is very expandable and it enables Postnord to freely 

add applications after this project has ended and further develop the machine into the platform 

they want it to be. The used firmware is open-source and is constantly updated, meaning new 

features and improved performance may be anticipated and incorporated throughout the 

lifetime of the machine. This solution was approved by Sasan Dadbakhsh and in line with the 

vision of the PP3D machine. 

 

8 - SLICING SOFTWARE 

 

In order to be able to print anything the 3D model needs to be divided into separate layers that 

are readable by the 3D printer firmware. This process is referred to as hatching (industrial 

term) or slicing (open source term). Doing this manually is a tedious and near impossible task, 

therefore a slicing software is consulted for this task. There are several options, all from closed 

source patented industrial software to free-to-use open source software. In this project Cura 

4.1.0 was used for slicing the 3D models, due to it being (in writing) one of the most widely 

spread and accessible slicing softwares for desktop applications. 

 

Cura is an open source slicer that is produced by the company behind the Ultimaker 3D 

printers. It comes pre-configured with a repository of settings for on the market desktop 3D 

printers but is also easy to set up for a custom 3D printer. See FIGURE 30 for an overview of 

the Cura interface. 
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FIGURE 30 - Overview of the Cura interface [103] 

 

Cura suggests values for a successful 3D printing experience meanwhile giving the user full 

control over the various parameters that go into the 3D printing of a part. Some parameters 

that may be altered are print speeds, layer heights, printing temperatures and fan speeds. 

 

There were several other slicers that were considered, and that also probably would have 

worked just as well in this project. Slic3r [104] is a web-based open source slicer that (in 

writing) was a popular choice in the desktop 3D printing scene. A third selection of slicing 

software would have been Simplify 3D [105] due to both Postnord and KTH-IIP owning 

licenses to this software, and it being optimized for hundreds of already existing desktop 3D 

printers [106]. 

 

However, in testing the PP3D Cura was used. It was advised by Lars Hässler (KTH Prototype 

Center) and Isak Emericks was familiar with it and had it installed on his computer. [3] 
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CHAPTER 4: Results 
 

This section of the report will describe the process of constructing the large frame FDM 3D 

printer. 

 

It should be noted that due to the machine building nature of this work, this section has been 

designed to describe each and every step comprehensively and in detail. This is to allow 

reproduction of the proposed machine here. For a summary of the machine properties and the 

costs of building it, start reading from 4.5.  

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

4.1 Challenges in assembling the machine 

4.2 Challenges after assembling the machine 

4.3 Calibrating the machine 

4.4 Machine maintenance 

 4.5 Summary of results 

 4.6 Financial analysis (rounded) 

 

4.1 Challenges in assembling the machine 
 

As the parts and components for the build had been selected the build-phase (that ended up 

spanning from September 2019 - March 2020) could be initiated. Main aspects from the entire 

process is presented in this chapter in a chronological manner. 

 

This section of the report covers the construction of … 

 

 1 - THE FRAME 

 2 - PLATES FOR MOUNTING COMPONENTS ONTO THE FRAME 

 3 - Making the Z-/Y- & X- axes 

 4 - MOUNTING OF LEAD SCREWS AND AXES TO THE FRAME 

 5 - ADDING MOTORS AND BELTS TO THE FRAME 

 6 - MOUNTING THE Z-MOTORS 

 7 - WIRING OF CABLES & CONNECTING THE ELECTRONICS 

 8 - THE PRINTER BED 

 9 - FINAL TOUCHES TO THE PRINTER 

 

1 - THE FRAME 

 

The first pieces that arrived to the KTH-IIP lab were the mechanical parts for the frame 

(aluminum profiles) and the mechanical components for the steering and control system (linear 

rails, leadscrews, bearings), see FIGURE 31. 
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FIGURE 31 - The first aluminum profiles placed on the floor in the KTH-lab 

 

With assistance from Jan Stamer the pieces were attached to each other and industrial feet 

and wheels were added for extra rigidity and ease of transportation, see FIGURE 32. 

 

 
FIGURE 32 - Image shows assembly of the bottom layer for the printer frame 

 
Every corner and beam were inspected with a high-precision machining water gauge both 
during and after assembly, see FIGURE 33. 
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FIGURE 33 - Each line on the scale corresponded to an angular error of 0.2 [mm/m] 

 

Quite soon the basic frame was assembled, see FIGURE 34. 

 

 
FIGURE 34 - Assembled core-frame (for the PP3D printer) 

 

The outer dimensions of the frame were 1500x1500x1500 [mm]. The profiles were cut to this 

length in order to have an additional space of 250 [mm] on either side - to allow for mounting 

of motors, bearings, fans and other components and also the electronics. If 1500 [mm] would 

have turned out to be too much it would have been very easy to remove and shorten the 

profiles after assembly of all the components - to eliminate or make better use of any 

unnecessary empty space. In considering FIGURE 95 - Final state of the printer it was clear 
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that these dimensions were very suitable in the end and did not leave either too much or too 

little room in the construction. 

 

As may also be seen in FIGURE 95 - Final state of the printer, to limit vibrations in the 

construction an extra beam was eventually mounted across the center of the top of the printer. 

This provided extra support in the Y-direction - the axes experiencing most of the dynamic 

loads, due to the constant movement of the X-beam during printing. This also allowed for a 

way of mounting and hiding cables coming from the printer heads.  

 

All of the construction is built using modular aluminum profiles, the construction was very 

modular and may be adjusted to fit any size requirements from the client. Additional supports 

such as cross beams and corner pieces (for extra support against vibrations) may also freely 

be introduced as needed. This also makes the construction easy to assemble and 

disassemble in need for maintenance or during shipping. 

 

2 - PLATES FOR MOUNTING COMPONENTS ONTO THE FRAME 

 

Next up it was time to mount the lead screws and motors with their bearings - to enable the Z-

direction movement. These components were standard parts for industrial application, 

however, they were not made to be used together with the motors this project intended to use. 

The most accessible way to accommodate for such adaptations, due to the modular nature of 

the aluminum profiles, a common theme all-throughout this build was the use of custom cut 

steel plates. These plates were either directly added on, or welded together into 

subassemblies to later be mounted onto, the frame using M6 nuts and bolts. 

 

All the plates were designed, tested, cut and post-processed in an identical way using the 

following methods. 

 

❏ Sketching of the plate dimensions in Solid Edge 2019 [120] 

 

As a thorough demonstration of the making of one such set of plates, consider the initial 

version of the bottom bearing holder (for a lead screw) in FIGURE 35 below.  
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FIGURE 35 - First draft for the bearing holder plate, taken from Solid Edge 2019 [120] 

 

❏ Exporting the digital drawing from Solid Edge 2019 [120] 

 

After the design of the plate was done, the digital file was saved and exported as a vector 

drawing - for the laser cutter and waterjet to be able to cut them. See FIGURE 36. 

 

 
FIGURE 36 - Set of holders for the lead screw bearings and the stepper motors, taken from 

Solid Edge 2019 [120] 

 

❏ Controlling the dimensions by test fitting 
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For testing, the plates were first cut out of an acrylic sheet in the KTH Prototype Center. See 

FIGURE 37 for a view inside of the Epilog laser cutter. 

 

 
FIGURE 37 - Image shows the inside of the Epilog laser cutter in KTH Prototype Center 

 

The pieces were then tested with the components and any changes were made if necessary. 

See FIGURE 38 for view of this procedure.  

 

 
FIGURE 38 - Test fitting of prototype mounting brackets with their components 

 

❏ Updating the measurements 

 

In this case it turned out that some changes were needed for the plates to function as intended. 

These changes were carried out in Solid Edge 2019 [120] and the new pieces were cut out for 

test fitting. See FIGURE 39 for revised versions of the plates. 
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FIGURE 39 - Revised set of holders for the lead screw bearings and stepper motors, taken 

from Solid Edge 2019 [120] 

 

❏ Moving on to the waterjet 

 

The measurements of these plates turned out to be correct and they could therefore be cut 

from a steel sheet in the waterjet. See FIGURE 40 for a view inside of the waterjet. 

 

 
FIGURE 40 - Image shows the inside of the Finecut waterjet in the KTH-IIP lab facilities 

 

❏ Initial sanding of the plates 

 

After this the following procedure was to sand the faces and edges of the plates, mostly as a 

safety precaution but also for the paint to stick better to the surface. See FIGURE 41 below. 
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FIGURE 41 - Sanding of the plates on a disc grinder 

 

Some of the holes needed to be countersunk to accommodate for the M6 screw heads. This 

was done in a drill press machine tool, see FIGURE 42. 

 

 
FIGURE 42 - Countersinking of holes in a drill press 

 

Before welding, some of the pieces had edges that needed to be trimmed down to a further 

extent, this was done on a belt sander. See FIGURE 43 for the grinding operation and FIGURE 

44 for an image of the resulting edges. 
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FIGURE 43 - Additional grinding to allow for a stronger seam from the welding operation 

 

 
FIGURE 44 - The edges after the grinding operation 

 

❏ Welding the plates together 

 

First a spot weld was applied to lock the plates at the correct angle to each other. See FIGURE 

45.  
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FIGURE 45 - Spot weld in the center to fix the plates in a 90-degree position to each other 

 

Then the remaining sides could be welded to ensure a strong permanent bond. See FIGURE 

46. 

 

 
FIGURE 46 - Shows the first batch of the bearing holders 

 

❏ Final trimming and sanding of the plates 

 

Some final trimming and grinding were done on the plates, see FIGURE 47. 
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FIGURE 47 - Final trimming of the plates 

 

❏ Surface coating to prevent from oxidation 

 

The last stage before mounting the plates onto the printer frame was painted with spray. This 

preserves the integrity of the plates by sealing the surface and protecting them from oxidation. 

See FIGURE 48. 

 

 
FIGURE 48 - The plates after a black coat of sealing spray paint had been applied 

 

3 - Making the Z-/Y- & X- axes 
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For the printer to move in X-/Y- and Z- direction, several aluminum profiles had to be machined 

in different ways. In this section that process will be presented. 

 

First two identical profiles were selected and prepared to house the linear rails. This was done 

by first drilling out holes, that were later threaded to fit with M4 screws. See FIGURE 49. 

 

 
FIGURE 49 - Drilling of holes in one of the aluminum profiles, the linear rails were used as a 

guide for the placement of the holes 

 

In the assembly of the linear rails it turned out that they had a slight bend to them, probably a 

result from to manufacturing error or inconsiderate packaging/shipping. To ensure that the 

rails were mounted onto the aluminum profile in a straight line, distance pieces were used in 

assembly as the aluminum profiles lay flat on a precision machined stone surface (belonging 

to a CMM). See FIGURE 50 for this step of the build sequence. 
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FIGURE 50 - Fixation of linear rails onto aluminum profile, using an Allen key in combination 

with high-precision distance pieces and a flat stone surface 

 

After each screw had been tightened, a set of digital calipers were used to determine the 

positioning of the linear rail. The targeted value (from the edge of the aluminum profile) 

happened to be 20.20 [mm]. This was the resulting value to center the rail, based on the width 

of the linear rails and the aluminum profiles. See FIGURE 51. 

 

 
FIGURE 51 - Distance control after having tightened each screw 
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After having tightened all the screws, the maximum error could be measured as a 0.2 [mm] 

deviation, from the top to the lowest value. This was considered to be accurate enough, in the 

given circumstance, since it corresponded to the height of one fine 3D printed layer. This could 

later be digitally compensated for by the software - in using auto bed level compensation and 

lead screw compensation. 

 

4 - MOUNTING OF LEAD SCREWS AND AXES TO THE FRAME 

 

Having secured the linear rails to the axes, the lead screws, the bearings and their holders 

could now be added to the frame. The assembly started from the bottom as is shown in 

FIGURE 52. 

 

 
FIGURE 52 - Assembly of lead screw and lower bearing onto the frame of the PP3D 

 

The Z- and Y-axes could now be placed onto the lead screws on either side of the structure, 

resting on top of a rotational-to-linear coupler bearing. This is made visible in FIGURE 53. 
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FIGURE 53 - After inserting the lead screw through the Z-/Y-axis 

 

The top bearing holders could then be attached and locked to the frame. See FIGURE 54. 

 

 
FIGURE 54 - Assembly of top bearing onto the frame of the PP3D 
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As all four of the lead screws had been assembled, the same high precision machining water 

gauge was used to ensure that they were properly positioned - perpendicular to the frame but 

also to the Z- and -Y axes. See FIGURE 55 below for this process. 

 

 
FIGURE 55 - Fine-tuning the positioning and angularity of the lead screws - in reference to 

the printer frame and the current position of the Z-/Y-axis 

 

Careful measurement precautions were taken as pieces were permanently mounted together. 

This made the assembly of the X-axis, in between the Z- and Y-axes, an easy thing to do since 

the theoretical dimensions matched those in reality. A foot stool was used to suspend the 

profile at the correct height as it was fastened on to the carriages on both sides, using M5 

screws. See FIGURE 56.  
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FIGURE 56 - Fastening of the X-axis onto the carriages on both Z-/Y-axes 

 

Finally, another carriage was placed on the X-axis to enable the use of independent dual 

extruders (IDEX). See FIGURE 57.  

 

 
FIGURE 57 - Second carriages for the X-axis, to enable the use of IDEX 

 

5 - ADDING MOTORS AND BELTS TO THE FRAME 

 

Plates were designed and cut to hold the motors in place on the end of the axes. See FIGURE 

58 for installation of the first motor “Y1”. 

 

 
FIGURE 58 - Installation of the left Y-motor 
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For the X-axis a tandem construction was designed - to allow for each of the X-carriages to 

be steered/controlled individually (IDEX). See FIGURE 59. 

 

 
FIGURE 59 - Tandem motor-/pulley-assembly 

 

On the opposite end of the axes a specially designed plate was screwed onto the frame to 

hold the freely rotating gear pulley. FIGURE 60 gives an overview of the motor and pulley 

positions after installation. 

 

 
FIGURE 60 - Overview of the motor and pulley positions after installation 
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The mechanism was designed to be moved using industrial timing belts reinforced with steel 

cords.  

 

A set of pliers were used to cut the cord since the steel cords inside provided a significant 

amount of resistance. See FIGURE 61. 

 

 
FIGURE 61 - Cutting the cords to length using a set of pliers 

 

The cords were pulled around the motors and gear pulleys and moved to meet in the center 

of the profiles. See FIGURE 62. 
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FIGURE 62 - Placing the cord around the gear pulley 

 

For the cords to be able to be connected to the X-axis, a separate plate subassembly needed 

to be designed and cut. The idea was to use a smaller piece of the cord in combination with 

screws and clamps to lock the cord in place. See FIGURE 63 for image of the subassembly. 

 

 
FIGURE 63 - Test fitting before spray coating and final assembly 

 

After a successful test fitting and spray coating the sub assembly could be mounted to the X-

axis and the cord could be secured in one of the ends. See FIGURE 64. 

 

 
FIGURE 64 - Halfway through the fastening of the cord to the X-axis 

 

As described earlier, a piece of the cord was used in combination with screws and the clamp 

to lock the cord in place. For a close-up see FIGURE 65. 
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FIGURE 65 - Close-up look of the fastening of the cord to the underside of the X-axis 

 

In a similar way the carriages, sliding on the linear rails of the X-axis, were connected to their 

own individual cord. One cord was above the X-axis and one cord was under to avoid any 

collisions. After fastening, the cords were tightened using a set of screwdrivers, as wedges, 

inserted into the small gap between the linear rail and the plates. See FIGURE 66 for 

clarification. 

 

 
FIGURE 66 - Tightening the cords using a set of screwdrivers 
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6 - MOUNTING THE Z-MOTORS 

 

A custom coupler link, one for each motor, needed to be machined using the lathe. This 

component was used to connect the NEMA 23 stepper motors to the lead screws. The coupler 

was a very simple components - a cylinder with one smaller and one larger end plus some 

holes to be able to lock it to the motor axle (on one end) and the lead screw (on the other). 

See FIGURE 67. 

 

 
FIGURE 67 - Custom coupler for connecting the Z-axis NEMA23 stepper motor to the lead 

screw 

 

Using this simple component, the motor could then be connected to the lead screw. See 

FIGURE 68 for fastening of the coupler to the stepper motor using an Allen key. 

 

 
 FIGURE 68 - Fastening of the coupler to the stepper motor axis 
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After this the motors were fastened to the motor holders using M5 screws, a set of pliers and 

a screwdriver. See FIGURE 69. 

 

 
FIGURE 69 - Fastening of Z-stepper motor to motor holder 

 

7 - WIRING OF CABLES & CONNECTING THE ELECTRONICS 

 

The cables were primarily mounted onto the frame using cable clips. See FIGURE 70. 

 

 
FIGURE 70 - Mounting of cables using cable clips 
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An effort was made to have the cables follow the printer frame - to keep them as concealed 

and protected as possible. See FIGURE 71. 

 

 
FIGURE 71 - Cables following the shape of the printer frame 

 

Some cable chains, found in the basement of the lab, and some cable ties were used to protect 

and guide the cables as the movement of the printer would have them bend at certain points. 

See FIGURE 72. 
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FIGURE 72 - After mounting the cable chains and the cable ties, to guide the cables as the 

printer moves in +/- Z direction 

 

After all the cables for the Z-motors were connected FIGURE 73 shows what the construction 

looked like at this point in time. 
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FIGURE 73 - The construction after all the cables were drawn 

 

At this stage the motors could be connected, this was done using terminal blocks. See 

FIGURE 74. 

 

 
FIGURE 74 - Connecting the motor using terminal blocks 

 

On the other end of the cable, Johan Westlund (KTH-IIP technician and electrician) assisted 

in connecting the power supply - this was something Isak Emericks was not comfortable doing 

himself. See FIGURE 75. 
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FIGURE 75 - Wiring and connecting the power supply 

 

Meanwhile the industrial endstops were connected using prepared connection bits and shrink 

tube for added protection. See FIGURE 76. 

 

 
FIGURE 76 - Connecting the heavy-duty endstops 

 

After the endstops the remainder of the electrical components for the printer head were 

assembled, mounted onto the frame and connected to the cables. See FIGURE 77. 
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FIGURE 77 - Assembly of the right printer head, the fan is used to stop the filament from 

melting too early (before reaching the nozzle) 

 

For increased performance and safer use thermal compound was used in the assembly of the 

thermistor and heater. This was done to improve the translation of heat (while printing) and 

the capacity to dissipate heat (when cooling). [107] A guide was used as a reference for this 

procedure. [108] See FIGURE 78. 

 

 
FIGURE 78 - Completed assembly of the hotend 
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The opposite ends of the cables were connected to the Duet 2 Wi-Fi and the Duex5 expansion 

board. See FIGURE 79. 

 

 
FIGURE 79 - Connecting the cables to the Duet 32-bit motherboard & expansion board 

 

To protect and organize this end of the electronics a simple wooden box was constructed, 

where the power supply and the two duet boards were stored. See FIGURE 80. 

 

 
FIGURE 80 - wooden box for protecting the electronics 
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This box was eventually mounted to the backside of the printer frame, for accessibility and to 

keep the cubic shape of the printer intact. Postnord wanted the frame to remain in a cubical 

shape as much as possible since the machine would then be easier to place alongside walls 

at the production area. [3] See FIGURE 81 for a picture of the mounted wooden box. 

 

 
FIGURE 81 - After mounting the wooden box onto the back end of the frame 

 

8 - THE PRINTER BED 

 

The MODIX 3D printer had a movable bed that was lowered in Z-direction whereas the BIGrep 

3D printer instead had the X- and Y-axes moving up and down as the print progresses. The 

benefit of having a movable bed is that the other two axes may be locked to the frame in a 

single plane. Any adjustments, to maintain or enhance performance, can be done on the 

printer bed surface and as such many variables have therefore been eliminated. The main 

concern, as the printer bed is scaled up, was that in order for the printer surface to remain 

level the construction needed to be reinforced - as to avoid any bending or resonance. This 

adds significant amounts of mass to the construction and in turn would have resulted in 

considerable loads on the Z-motors. [3] Furthermore, since the printer had to be moved to 

another site, and the doors was not wide enough to accompany the size of the printer, some 

of the profiles and construction elements would have to be temporarily removed during 

shipping.  

 

By keeping these things in mind, the decision was made to construct the printer bed as a 

separate piece from the rest of the printer frame - that rests on its own feet standing on the 

shop floor. 

 

As an added feature this would mean that the printer bed would, if needed, be movable for 

better accessibility. It also meant that it would be easier to maintain, adjust and manually level 

the bed, using the feet underneath, even after final installation. 
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On the other hand, this introduced the necessity of constraining the bed to the rest of the 

printer frame during printing - to avoid vibrations that potentially could cause unwanted 

irregularities in the quality of the printed parts. 

 

Aluminum profiles and industrial feet were found at KTH, that for this purpose were measured 

and cut to length to fit well inside of the printer - still allowing the printer surface to be 

1000x1000 [mm]. See FIGURE 82 for initial placing and test fitting of the profiles and the feet 

for the printer bed. 

 

 
FIGURE 82 - Early stage of the printer bed, test fitting of the components 

 

After successful test fitting, the profiles were mounted together using M10 bolts and nuts - for 

extra rigidity. See FIGURE 83. 
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FIGURE 83 - Assembling the printer bed profiles and corner pieces for the feet 

 

After which the feet were eventually inserted. See FIGURE 84. 

 

 
FIGURE 84 - Adding the feet to the printer bed 

 

Extra profiles were added across the inside of the construction to keep bed suspended in a 

horizontal position and to avoid the middle of the aluminum sheet to bend downwards. See 

FIGURE 85. 
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FIGURE 85 - Internal support for the print surface 

 

The same high precision machining water gauge was used to ensure that all of the corners 

were mounted perpendicular to each other and that the profile ended up at the same height. 

See FIGURE 86. 

 

 
FIGURE 86 - Weighing in the corners and the cross beams of the printer bed construction - 

the max error measured along the center beam was 0.05 [mm] (manual compensation is 

possible due to the adjustable feet) 
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Finally, a sheet of MDF was cut to dimension and added onto the printer bed. Jan Stamer 

gave the advice to use this material since it, after having it coated, is a stable material, resistant 

to air humidity and may also isolate most of the heat from the heated bed and directing it 

upwards (in the desired direction). See FIGURE 87. 

 

 
FIGURE 87 - Uncoated MDF sheet, held in place on top of the printer bed using angle irons 

 

The outsides of the MDF-sheet were covered in normal black spray paint and the insides, 

where contact with the heated bed would be, were coated using high temperature resistant 

paint - able to sustain temperatures up to 690 °C. See FIGURE 88. 
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FIGURE 88 - Before application of the heat resistant coating  

 

After having applied the temperature resistant spray coating to both the MDF-sheet and the 

printer surface, the thermostat was set to 100 °C and the pieces were left alone for 90 minutes, 

in order for the paint to fully set. See FIGURE 89. 

 

 
FIGURE 89 - Heat-treatment of the coating on the MDF and aluminum printer surface 

 

In assembling the sheet, after the heat treatment, it was discovered that the MDF now gotten 

a slight bend to it. This was assumed to be a result of moisture in the sheet having evaporated 

during the tempering. See FIGURE 90 for reference. 

 

 
FIGURE 90 - Bent MDF-sheet as a result of the heat-treatment 
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Even though most of the bend occurred along the corners, which would be held down by angle 

irons, the risk of the sheet bending further was not acceptable, so counter measures were 

taken. 

 

A power drill was used to drill holes in the MDF-sheet that would line up with the cross beams 

in the printer bed structure. See FIGURE 91. 

 

 
FIGURE 91 - Drilled holes in the MDF-sheet 

 

After which M10 bolts were used to permanently secure the MDF-sheet to the printer bed 

construction and the corner pieces could finally be reattached. See FIGURE 92. 

 

 
FIGURE 92- Fully bolted down and locked into place MDF-sheet 
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At this stage the printer bed construction was placed inside of the printer frame and a set of 

additional feet were used to clamp the two assemblies together. See FIGURE 93. 

 

 
FIGURE 93 - Industrial feet to secure the printer bed to the printer frame 

 

9 - FINAL TOUCHES TO THE PRINTER 

 

Final touches were made to the PP3D in the form of cutting, welding and coating a couple of 

filament spool holders and adding 3D printed mounts for the laser filament sensors, see 

FIGURE 94. 
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FIGURE 94 - Filament spool holders with filament going through the laser sensors 

 

The protruding tube, for holding the filament, was elongated to accommodate for various 

ranges of sizes in filament, since add:north could supply all from 0.750 [kg] up to 20 [kg] spools 

of filament. The laser filament sensors were mounted directly onto the frame using M3 screws. 

 

See FIGURE 95 for final state of the printer (before shipment to Postnord). 

 

 
FIGURE 95 - Final state of the printer (before shipment to PostNord) 

 

For further reading see also... 
[95] & [57] 
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4.2 Challenges after assembling the machine 

 

This section of the report covers challenges and improvements after the assembly of the 

machine. The topics that will be addressed can be seen in the list below. 

 

 1 - EXTRA SOLES TO THE FEET OF THE PRINTER 

 2 - FLANGE BEARINGS 

 3 - DELRIN WHEELS INSTEAD OF TRADITIONAL CARRIAGES 

  4 - FANS AND HEATSINKS FOR THE ELECTRONICS 

  5 - KEEPING THE PRINTHEAD CABLES OUT OF THE WAY 

  6 - PREPARATIONS FOR SHIPPING 

 

1 - EXTRA SOLES TO THE FEET OF THE PRINTER 

 

To allow for better stability and further remove any tendencies for vibrations in the printer 

frame, hockey pucks were drilled out and used together with the industrial feet. There was a 

significant difference before and after applying these, in how prone the construction was to 

oscillate if provided with stimulation. See FIGURE 96 for image before assembly and FIGURE 

97 for image after. 

 

 
FIGURE 96 - Before adding the soles to the feet of the printer 

 

As an added effect the top of the hockey pucks were engraved in the KTH Prototype Center’s 

laser cutter. See FIGURE 97. 
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FIGURE 97 - After adding the soles to the feet of the printer, engraved on top of the pucks 

were “MADE BY KTH - Isak Emericks 2019” 

 

2 - FLANGE BEARINGS 

 

For better performance of the gear pulleys, instead of having the aluminum gear sliding directly 

on a greased steel rod, flange bearings were used for low friction movements to improve the 

lifetime of the components. See FIGURE 98. 
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FIGURE 98 - Flange bearings for the gear pulleys 

 

3 - DELRIN WHEELS INSTEAD OF TRADITIONAL CARRIAGES 

 

When printing at high speeds and sudden acceleration changes occurred, the motors on the 

Y-axis were prone to occasionally skip steps. After several tweaks in the firmware (using 

different values for top speed, acceleration, and jerk) seeing little to no improvements, the 

realization came that the system may have been over constrained by using the stiff carriages 

on both sides. With any angular imperfections the unusual amounts of added friction would 

tend to cause the carriages to temporarily jam on the linear rails, in turn causing the Y-motors 

to skip steps. At least, this was the hypothesis at this point in time. 

 

After looking into alternative solutions, going back to the reference printers, it was discovered 

that some of them used Delrin wheels instead of carriages. Precision machined Delrin wheels 

were therefore bought and mounted onto the X-axis, replacing the previously used industrial 

carriages. 

 

After this change the printer had no problems printing small pieces at 45 [mm/s], which 

previously had only possible at 25 [mm/s], and bigger parts at speeds up toward 75 and even 

100 [mm/s]*. 

 

*100 [mm/s] was only tested in using vase mode/spiralize in Cura. This is a program where 

the printer only prints the contour of the parts, not internal features or supports. 

 

See FIGURE 99 and FIGURE 100 for pictures after the installation of the Delrin wheels. 
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FIGURE 99 - After installation of Delrin wheels (right side of X-axis) 

 

The other side got the same treatment. 

 

 
FIGURE 100 - After installation of Delrin wheels (left side of X-axis) 

 

comment: When using the industrial carriages one of the cords (on one of the sides) needed 

to be kept rather lose for the printer to move the Y-axis in a smooth manner. After installation 

of the Delrin wheels both cords could be tightened equally much, and the overall performance 

and smoothness of the machine was greatly improved. 

 

4 - FANS AND HEATSINKS FOR THE ELECTRONICS 

 

While printing Johan Westlund noticed that the stepper motor drivers, on the Duet 2 Wi-Fi and 

Duex5 board, were generating considerable amounts of heat. This would have been bad for 

the lifetime of the electronics. To counteract this, heatsinks and fans were bought and installed 
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onto the stepper drivers and to the wooden box. See FIGURE 101 and FIGURE 102 for 

pictures of the installation of the heatsinks and the added fans. 

 

 
FIGURE 101 - Shows the adding of heatsinks to the stepper drivers, they came prepared 

with double-sided tape 

 

 
FIGURE 102- After installation of the fans onto the wooden box 

 

5 - KEEPING THE PRINTHEAD CABLES OUT OF THE WAY 
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Johan Westlund came up with another solution for keeping the printhead out of the way. As 

the printer moves up in Z-direction the cables leading to the printer head(s) needed to be held 

out of the way for the print to be successful. A simple and cheap solution was to buy and 

modify keychain JoJo’s to add as an elastic link between the cables and the printer frame. In 

total, three pairs were used for supporting the cables from each printer head. See FIGURE 

103 for a view after installation.  

 

 
FIGURE 103 - After installation of the keychain JoJo’s, to manage the cables for the printer 

heads 

 

6 - PREPARATIONS FOR SHIPPING 

 

It was known from the beginning of this project that parts of the machine would have to be 

disassembled to allow for shipping and final installation at Postnord. This was mainly due to 

the doors at Postnord, and at KTH-IIP, being narrower than the outer dimensions of the 

assembled 3D printer would be. 

 

This issue was considered throughout the construction and assembly of the frame and in 

designing the moving mechanisms. By attaching all structurally significant components on the 

two sides of the printer, the center beams would be removable without any significant 

implications on the integrity of the machine. This would make the construction flat and square 

during shipping, in turn making it easy to wrap and protect and subsequently reducing the cost 

and risk of shipping considerably. 

 

By doing this, it would only be necessary to disassemble the X-axes and the four parallel 

profiles of the frame. See FIGURE 104 for illustration of the philosophy behind the 

disassembly. 
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FIGURE 104 - Schematic illustration of the disassembled frame [23] 

 

To enable this disassembly, while keeping the major parts intact, corner pieces from some 

wooden sheets found in DaVinci were cut. See FIGURE 105. 

 

 
FIGURE 105 – Corner pieces for shipping 
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4.3 Calibrating the machine 
 

There are several ways and areas of calibrating the machine. Some of the more frequently 

occurring ones are listed and discussed in this section. 

 

First, printing a test piece to ensure that the stepping of the motors relates properly to the 

intended real-world dimensions of the part is recommended. See FIGURE 106 for a 20x20x20 

[mm] test cube. 

 

 
FIGURE 106 - Calibration cube printed by a well-tuned FDM printer [47] 

 

E-step calibration 

Before printing parts with previously unused filaments an Extrusion-step calibration should be 
performed. This is a procedure in which the actual extruded length of filament is measured 
and compared to the numerical value in the firmware settings. This is a safety precaution due 
to some filaments exhibiting variations in printing properties. Another aspect is that mechanical 
parts, such as gears in the extruder(s), tend to get worn out over time and thus the reduced 
performance may result in poor printing quality. Regular E-step calibration counteracts any 
such performance issues and inconsistencies. This is a built-in feature in the Duet Web Control 
printer open source software that was used to test the PP3D and is shipped alongside it to 
Postnord.  
 
E-step calibration is a trivial procedure. One click feeds the material the designated length and 
the difference in filament position may be measured, for instance by using a marker pen and 
a pair of calipers - as in FIGURE 107.  
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FIGURE 107 - E-step calibration on a Creality Ender machine [48] 

 

If any deviations are measured the firmware settings are adjusted until they disappear. 

 

Build plate levelling 

Some of the early desktop FDM 3D printers needed regular manual build plate levelling. This 
procedure may be seen in FIGURE 108 below. 
 

 
FIGURE 108 - Build plate levelling on an Ultimaker FDM 3D printer [49] 

 

A set of screws were used to offset the build plate to the nozzle until a level surface was 
obtained.  
 
Auto build plate levelling, using sensors, has since become available and is (in writing) the 
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norm in subsequent desktop 3D printer iterations. As such it is also available as a feature in 
the 3D printer RepRap open source software used in the PP3D. 
 

Extrusion multiplier (K-value) fine tuning  

Adjusting the K-value is the primary way to achieve prints with little or no porosity. 
 

As described in earlier sections of the literature study [4.2.1 Porosity] adjusting the printer 

settings to eliminate porosity is one of the main ways of ensuring that the part will function well 

for its intended purposes. FIGURE 109 shows a set of printed parts with different k-values 

(extrusion multiplier values). 

 

 
FIGURE 109 - Extrusion multiplier was set to 90%, 100%, 110%, 120% and 125% (from left 

to right) [50] 
 

Based on the results from an additional study [38], using a Picasso 250 Designer Pro 3D 

printer with a 0.3 [mm] diameter nozzle and G-code generated in the Simplify3D (3.1.1.) 

printing software, an appropriate K-value of 98 % once again proved to yield the best results 

in terms of porosity and surface finish. 

 

Calibrate stepper motors 

3D printers most commonly use stepper motors in order to move the axes for the extruder(s) 
the targeted distances. The motors rotate by small steps which need to be adjusted with a 
scaling factor, based on the size of the gear that drives the motion.  
 
Here is an example. In the case of the Nema 23 stepper motors, one rotation correlated to 
200 steps in the motor - this was the case with the motors chosen for the PP3D due to a 1.8° 
step angle. For the motor to rotate 180 degrees (half of a full rotation) it must move 100 steps. 
By this very nature this allows for very precise rotation control but also means it is essential 
that each step is accurate and does not introduce slight errors into the movement. This is even 
more important when considering microstepping [51] microstepping for stepper motors, 
linearmotiontips.com] which for the PP3D was set to x16. Microstepping x16 means that the 
firmware adds 16 intermediate steps in between each of the already existing 200 ones for 
smoother movement of the mechanism and better surface finishes in the parts. 
 
In order to have the 3D printer produce dimensionally accurate parts calibrating the stepper 
motors are essential and sets the relationships between steps in the motors and distance 
moved in the workspace. [52] & [53] See FIGURE 110 for a way of calibrating the stepper 
motors, using a guiding software. 
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FIGURE 110 - Image showing a stepper motor calibration software-guide [54] 

 

In the case of the PP3D the proper values were achieved by using the PRUSA RepRap 

Calculator [55] in combination with the technical specifications for the gears and pulleys [56] 

and then inserting the resulting value in the RepRap Firmware Configuration Tool [57]. 

 

For further reading see also... 
[52] & [27] 
 

 

4.4 Machine maintenance 

In order to provide the best possible conditions for the machine to produce good parts regular 

machine maintenance is of significant importance.  

 

Some preventive measures are to be done more often than others, so below are listed 

recommended actions to be carried out in different intervals. [58]  

 

BEFORE EVERY PRINT - mechanical maintenance 
 

I. Clean and maintain the print platform by removing printed parts and 
remnants/particles left on the bed of the printer 

 
II. Preheat and purge the nozzle by extruding a small amount of filament before 

each print. The PP3D printer is set up to do this automatically 
 
III. While the nozzle is still hot, use a steel brush on it too remove any excess filament 

 
IV. Preheat the printer bed and level it by using the bed levelling program (manual 

or automatic) [59] & [60] 
 

Once a print is started it is recommended [61] to wait and inspect until the first layer is fully 

printed. The reasoning is that if the first layer succeeds the likelihood of the remaining layers 

to adhere and print successfully is high. 

 

BEFORE EVERY PRINT - software maintenance in DWC 
 

I. Use the Auto Bed Compensation (blue button) 
II. Run Mesh Grid Compensation 
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III. Load Heightmap from SD Card  
 
See FIGURE 111 for button placement in DWC. 
 

 
FIGURE 111 - DWC button placement [101] 

 

AFTER EVERY ~1500 HOURS OF PRINTING 

I. Disassemble the extruder and brush excess material from the filament wheel 

and teeth, this is done to avoid the extruder skipping steps and grinding into 

the material instead of extruding it 

II. Perform several cold pulls* on the nozzle, see comments and results from 

Bondtech below 

III. Check all the belts for tightness and fraying, replace or tighten as needed 

IV. Check that all screws throughout the printer are tight 

V. Lubricate all rods, lead screws and bearings using synthetic oil with PTFE 

(Polytetrafluoroethylene) [62] (High Viscosity) 

VI. Update the firmware. However, if the firmware is not exhibiting any glitches or 

problems it is not recommended to upgrade the it. Doing so may cause more 

problems than it potentially could solve. A backup of the configuration files 

(latest stable version) should also be stored safely at all times [63].  

Cold pull* [explained in the Nomenclature] 

Cold pulls are an efficient way of removing debris and clogs from the inside of the nozzle. 

Listed below are the recommended steps in performing a cold pull. 

1. Heat up the nozzle to ~200° Celsius (if using PLA), the temperature should 

allow the material to freely flow out of the nozzle 

2. Insert and push on the filament until it flows out from the nozzle 

3. Turn the heat off or down to 100° Celsius (if using PLA). The cooldown should 

be enough for the material to (semi-)solidify into a rubbery consistency 
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4. Once the temperature of the material is reduced to 100° Celsius, grab the 

filament and give it a firm pull 

5. The filament should pull free and be in the shape of the interior of the nozzle, 

with the material should now be the dirt and particles causing the clogs and/or 

inferior print quality outcome 

It is recommended to do this at least three consecutive times to ensure that the nozzle is 

thoroughly cleaned. [64] & [65]

 

4.5 Summary of results 

 

All throughout this paper an effort has been made to describe and motivate the reasoning and 

approach in choosing suitable components and solutions in constructing the PP3D machine. 

However, here are the final properties of the PP3D large frame FDM 3D printer listed in a more 

concise manner. 

 

FINAL PROPERTIES OF THE PP3D FDM 3D PRINTER 

These values are derived from testing of the machine at KTH. 

 

Printer size 

➢ Printer measurements: 1500x1500x1500 [mm] 

➢ Build volume: 1000x1000x950 

 

Printer weight (estimated) 

➢ Frame: 175-200 kg 

➢ Printer bed: 75 kg 

 

Recommended printer movement speeds (max)  

➢ X/Y-direction: 5000-7500 [mm/min] 

○ Max tested speed: 15000 [mm/s] 

 

➢ Z-direction: 15000 [mm/min] 

 

Recommended print speeds (with current motor and firmware configurations) 

➢ Small parts (many rapid changes in acceleration): 30-45 [mm/s] 

○ 0.4 / 0.6 / 0.8 [mm] nozzle is recommended 

 

➢ Big parts (fewer changes in acceleration): 45-60 [mm/s] 

○ 0.8 [mm] nozzle is recommended 

 

➢ Vase mode / spiralize: 75-100 [mm/s] 

○ 0.8 [mm] nozzle is recommended 

 

Recommended print temperature 

➢ PLA: 215 °C 
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➢ For other materials no tests were done in the PP3D.  

○ Recommended settings may be seen in [2.3 Materials in FDM and their 

characteristics] 

 

Recommended heated bed temperature 

➢ PLA: 60 °C 

○ May be combination with blue painters’ tape on top of the aluminum 

surface [110] 

 

Electronics 

➢ The printer (power supply) is connected using a standard plug to the wall-socket 

○ 230 volts ± 10%, 50 Hz [111] 

 

➢ The heated bed is connected using a standard plug to the wall-socket 

○ 230 volts ± 10%, 50 Hz [111] 

 

➢ Only the Z-probe runs on 5 [V], all other electrical components run on 24 [V]. 

 

4.6 Financial analysis (rounded) 
 

The initial budget to cover the parts of the PP3D was set to 30 000 SEK (~$3000). In the end 
the project slightly exceeded this and landed closer to 40 000 SEK (~$4000), Postnord was 
informed in time and approved of this. This was of course without considering the cost of in-
kind services/products of sponsors and collaborators. Without these free contributions, the 
cost could be 3-4 times more. 
 
Below are the most significant components that added to the cost of this project listed, after 
which a time estimation for the building phase is declared. 
 

Major components and their cost (all costs are listed ex VAT) 

 

● Aluminum profiles for the frame, linear guides and carriages, lead screws and 
bearings     13000 SEK  (ROLLCO) 
 

● Nema 23 stepper motors   4000 SEK (ELFA) 
 

● Duet 2 WiFi and Duex5   2250 SEK (DUET3D) 
 

● Hotends, extruders, motors, nozzles, … 3750 SEK (BONDTECH)  
 

● Power supply unit    1750 SEK (ELFA) 
 

● Heated bed     2000 SEK (ALIBABA) 
 

● Belts and pulleys    2250 SEK (MEKANEX) 
 

● Polycarbonate sheets    3500 SEK (Plastbearbetning AB) 

 
● Endstops, fans, cables, sensors  5000 SEK (ELFA) 
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Note 1! The frame and associated parts, the components from Bondtech & Slice Engineering 

and the heated bed were bought at greatly reduced prices. If they were to be purchased 

outside of a partnership deal the cost will be significantly higher. 

 

Note 2! Apart from these components, the costs of materials (metal sheets, industrial feet, 

nuts and bolts) and the time for machining (waterjet, mills, lathes, drill presses) were 

sponsored from KTH and not considered in the budget above. 

 

ESTIMATED TIME SPENT BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTING THE PP3D 

 

● Building & constructing the printer   370 hours (over 80 days) 

 

NOTE 3! Build time is not taking into consideration, neither is time spent on research or 

planning. 
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion 
 

This section of the report examines the produced work with the goal of providing a more 

nuanced and critical conversation surrounding the outcome of the projects. An effort is made 

to comment on the project work in its entirety, but also to take a more in-depth view on some 

selected topics that were considered to deserve extra exposition for providing useful insights. 

All of this is done in the case that someone wants to expand on this and continue the project 

work further. 

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

 5.1 Printing with the PostPaper3D (*project name*)

 

5.1 Printing with the PostPaper3D (*project name*) 

 

The PostPaper3D machine is very easy to use. The machine is started up by connecting two 

electrical plugs into a wall socket. This will boot up the Duet 2 Wi-Fi motherboard an initiate 

an automatic scan for a Wi-Fi connection. Once the machine has established an internet 

connection the IP-address is inserted into any web browser application (in testing Google 

Chrome was used) by any computer connected to the same wireless network. A password 

may be used to protect the machine to be accessed by any computer (in testing this feature 

was not used). 

 

To start printing, g-code is uploaded using the DWC (Duet Web Control) application which is 

automatically opened in the web browser as the machine and computer are connected to each 

other. When the file is fully uploaded the operator simply press “Print” and the machine starts 

the homing sequence, followed by the execution of the uploaded g-code file. Any uploaded 

file will be automatically stored in the internal memory (SD-card) of the machine until deleted 

- allowing for multiple prints of the same part(s). 

 

It is recommended to run BEFORE EVERY PRINT - software maintenance in DWC protocol, 

as found in [4.4 Machine maintenance], at least once at the start of every shift to keep the 

stored offset values updated. 

 
The printer does not need to be disconnected after the end of a shift. However, the fans for 
the electronics will be running continually and the Duet 2 Wi-Fi motherboard may enter a 
standby mode - where it is disconnected from the wireless network and hence unable to 
connect to the operator’s computer. It is therefore recommended that the machine is 
disconnected from the wall socket as a print is finished and/or a shift ends. 
 
By following this routine, the machine never failed to operate in an anticipated manner during 
the two months of testing done at KTH-IIP. 

5.1.1 Preliminary investigation and initial observation in printing with the PP3D 

It was rather surprising how well everything worked, and this is in large due to the use of top 

tier consumer FDM parts and components. The Bondtech/Slice engineering extruder/hotend 

combination worked flawlessly without the need for any fine tuning. Similarly, the Duet 
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motherboard and the RepRap firmware worked well in tandem, requiring little to no post 

processing of the code to get the machine running and printing parts.  

 

To get functions such as IDEX, lead screw compensation and automatic bed levelling 

implemented into the firmware some altering of the various scripts needed to be done. Still, all 

these modifications were well documented and easily executed using the RepRap firmware 

dozuki-page. [95]  

 

Calibration of the Z-probe, laser filaments sensors, fans and endstops were also well 

described and easily performed using the same website for guidance. 

 

The first parts printed were a set of calibration cubes and an available test file “3DBenchy” - 

to check the accuracy and the quality (structural rigidity and surface finish) of the 3D printer. 

 

The dimensional accuracy of the machine was excellent, producing a part with minimal 

deviations in X-, Y- and Z-direction, as may be seen in FIGURE 112. 

 

 
FIGURE 112 - First test cube printed in the PP3D, should measure 20.00 [mm] in X/Y/Z 

respectively 

 

In printing the 3DBenchy (a common test piece for FDM 3D printers) some unanticipated 

issues occurred, see FIGURE 113 for visual representation. 
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FIGURE 113 - Test print of the 3DBenchy, shifting layers as a result of the motors skipping 

steps 

 

The shifting layers in the component was a result from the motors (in Y-direction - the ones 

moving the X-beam) skipping steps during printing. The printer skipping steps may be due to 

one or more of the following reasons. 

 

A. The cord from the motor to the pulley may be too loose [112]  

 

The belts were both tightened and loosened, and new test prints were done. This did not yield 

any noticeable improvements in any of the printed parts. 

 

B. The friction in between the carriage and the linear rail may be too high (observed 

phenomenon) 

 

The carriages did not leave any wriggle room to compensate for angular imperfections that 

may have appeared in the construction of the frame or during movement. This meant that the 

construction would act in an over constrained manner whenever the carriages or profiles were 

not perfectly in line or perpendicular to each other. Based on observations during printing this 

was very likely one of, if not the major, source for the occasionally skipped step.  

 

When the carriages were swapped for plates with Delrin wheels, see more under [3.3 

Challenges after assembling the machine], the printer was able to run twice, and sometimes 

three or four times as fast without any hiccups. 

 

C. Not enough power to the stepper motors  

○ “They should be running hot” - Lars Hässler [43] 

 

If the stepper motors do not receive enough current and/or voltages, they may be prone to 

skipping steps. The motor temperature was inspected during printing and they were warm. 

The output values were increased in the firmware but without any identifiable enhancements 

during printing. Also, there were never any problems with skipped steps in printing big pieces 

at high speeds. The only observed times when the motors skipped steps were during rapid 

changes in acceleration and velocity - and this occurred while printing small components at 

speeds higher than 45 [mm/s]. 
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D. Not enough torque produced from the stepper motors (too weak motors) 

 

This was speculated to be the last major reason for this behavior since, after having 

investigated the other areas, the problem was still not fully eliminated. In the scope of this 

project there was no room to purchase stronger motors. However, in doing so, it is my firm 

belief that the problem will be completely resolved. 

 

E. Signal errors in firmware or stepper drivers 

 

Other ports on the motherboard was tested and the same problem remained. All other motors, 

fans, sensors, and features worked flawlessly all throughout the project and during any testing. 

This is therefore not assumed to be the case. 

5.1.2 Smart features in the PP3D 

Due to the accessibility in using RepRap firmware, some advanced functions were 
implemented to streamline operations and increase the value for the customer. 
 

Auto bed levelling and lead screw compensation in the PP3D 
For the PP3D an inductive sensor first probes the middle of the bed, to attain a reference 
value. Then it probes the four corners of the printer bed, in order to compensate for any offset 
values of the lead screws that may have happened as the machine shuts down. Finally, the 
machine probes a set number of points in a rectangular grid shaped pattern all across the 
printer bed. Currently (as of delivery) the machine is setup to probes 25 points in a five-by-five 
grid. This sequence takes between 30 s up to one minute. 
 
IN CASE OF POWER OUTAGE - resurrect process in the PP3D 
In case of the machine losing power - if there is a power out or any similar problem occur - 
there is a resurrect script that may be used. [113] 
 
After the power is restored, the M916 command [114] may be used to resume the print from 
where it stopped. This command runs the file “sys/resurrect.g” which calls for “sys/resurrect-
prologue.g” to home the printer and then resume printing where it previously stopped.  
 
comment: Description courtesy [113] 

5.1.3 Parameter optimization 

In time of shipping the PP3D, the motors occasionally skipping steps was the only known issue 

in the machine configuration. Everything else worked flawlessly. Still, this is a significant 

problem. It is hard to anticipate if the machine will skip steps and impossible to inspect every 

line of every g-code. Since the result of it happening is likely a ruined print and with the time, 

material and money spent on building the PP3D - this issue needs to be resolved.  

 

Postnord was notified of this problem as soon as it was discovered and the first 

recommendation Isak Emericks gave them was to fine-tune and improve the motors settings 

in the firmware. In adjusting the motor speeds and more importantly the jerk- and acceleration-

values there is a possibility to eliminate or greatly reduce the risk of skipped steps.  

 

The second recommendation is to upgrade the motors into stronger ones.  
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Postnord gave the reply that either way this could be solved on location by them. Since they 

had more experience in 3D printing than Isak Emericks did this seemed like a solid solution. 

5.1.4 PP3D printing speeds - compared to industrial FDM printers 

Both from Postnord’s and KTH’s sides, high printing speeds were desired. Tomas Lundström 
(Postnord) thought it would be unlikely for the PP3D machine to reach higher speeds than 100 
[mm/s]. [3] Amir Rashid mentioned at some point during the project that it would be interesting 
to see if it is possible to reach speeds up to five times faster than the machines currently were 
capable of. Rather soon however, mainly due to time constraints, it was decided that it would 
be more reasonable to compare the speeds of the PP3D to those of current industrial FDM 
3D printers. Below is a brief comparison followed by some discussions. 
 
One of the fastest 3D printers in the world [115] is the Massivit 1800 with a printing speed of 
300 mm/s. The cost for this machine spans from $360,000 to $400,000. 
 
Data for the top movement speed of the Stratasys fortus 450 mc was not easily accessible. 
Based on [116], and in comparison to the print speed of the PP3D, it seems reasonable to 
assume that it prints at speeds around 150 [mm/s]. The cost for this machine spans from 
$100,000 to $250,000. [18] 
 
The PP3D is a $4000 machine and is (in its current state) far from being able to print at these 
speeds. If more time went into improving the structure - firstly (as suggested several times) 
with stronger motors and then if needed with extra support structures for added rigidity - I 
would estimate that the machine could reach at least 250 [mm/s] printing speed. Since this 
speed is already achieved in movement but with frequently skipped steps in the motors this 
does not seem unreasonable.  
 
It would be nice to test the machine with stronger motors, in the scope of this project it was 
just not possible due to time and budget constraints 
 
KTH offered to send an additional student for another master thesis period and Isak Emericks 
offered to continue the work of improving the printer - either as a paid consultant or in the 
form of a PhD. By the time of submitting this report Postnord has yet to give a final response 
to these offers.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion & future work 

 

This section of the report presents some final thoughts and statements with the aim of 

providing a smooth handover - both of the physical machine to Postnord (the client for the 

machine) but also in the case of any student or researcher wanting to develop the machine or 

aspects of this project further. 

 

This section of the report covers… 

 

6.1 Further improvements and optimization of the machine 

6.2 Conclusion and final thoughts

 

6.1 Further improvements and optimization of the machine 
 

Here follow some recommendations for future work. 

 

If it turns out that Postnord is able to extract significant amounts of value out of the machine I 

would recommend them to add Buildtak [117] onto the surface of the coated aluminum printer 

surface. In testing the PP3D blue painters’ tape [110] was used for better adhesion against 

the printer bed surface, which worked flawlessly. Test prints directly onto the coated aluminum 

sheet were also conducted, having the heated bed set to 50° C. However, the plastic failed to 

adhere to the printer bed. Perhaps higher bed temperatures would improve adhesion, this was 

never tested though.  

 

Applying Buildtak onto the surface is a more convenient than printing on blue masking tape 

and will protect the aluminum surface by avoiding unwanted wear and tear. Budget restraints 

kept us from covering the aluminum surface with Buildtak during this project. It is still my 

recommendation, however, that this is done as soon as possible. 

 

In the scope of this project Isak Emericks was unable to design ducts (SIMILAR TO [118] for 

proper control of the flow of air for the part cooling. This will have to be designed and printed 

by Postnord. They have the experience and resources to design and produce high quality 

parts, so there are no concerns that they will do a bad job that in any way will affect the overall 

performance or impression of the printer in a negative manner. 

 

The frame was not fully encapsulated and there were no active carbon filters added to it in 

time of shipping the machine. However, polycarbonate sheets and screws to fasten them were 

provided. 

 

Non-planar 3D printing 

An interesting approach to 3D printing that was on the rise in writing of this paper was non-

planar 3D printing [119]. This is a way to further enhance the surface finish of 3D printed parts 

by having the nozzle move along the contour of the printed part, to cover the layer lines. The 

difference in quality is rather staggering, see FIGURE 114. 
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FIGURE 114 - Comparison of traditionally 3D printed object and a non-planar 3D one [120] 

 

This was as of generating the code for the firmware of the PP3D not a readily available option. 

However, it seems very likely that this will eventually become an added feature in the RepRap 

community since it greatly enhances the surface finish of the printed part. I was able to add 

features and modify the code, without any previous knowledge. Postnord has a competent 

department for 3D printing, so as soon as this feature is available there should be no problems 

for them to incorporate it into the PP3D. Nevertheless, Isak Emericks is always willing to come 

by as a consultant and keep on modifying the machine if outside assistance is wanted.

 

6.2 Conclusion and final thoughts 

 

This project was, although slightly longer than most master theses, a very nice and greatly 

rewarding project to be a part of. Tomas Lundström always made it very clear what Postnord 

wanted out of the machine and Sasan Dadbakhsh kept the project on a scientific arc, rooted 

in the DNA and values of KTH-IIP. Due to such a great collaboration I am confident in Postnord 

3D solutions’ ability to take over management of the machine and develop it further - alongside 

KTH if they so desire. 

 

In its current state the PP3D is not recommended to be used for printing smaller components 

at greater speeds than 45 [mm/s] - due to the issue of skipping steps not being fully resolved. 

The recommendation is to fine tune the motor (firmware) settings with an extra attention on 

the max values for jerk and motor acceleration. If after fine tuning the settings the problem still 

remains, the final recommendation is to upgrade the motors into stronger ones. 

 

The main philosophy throughout the construction of the machine was to build a modular, easily 

modifiable mechanical and electrical structure that would allow Postnord to over time make 

the machine behave in a way that works in their context - by changing, adding or upgrading 

any aspects of the printer that they desire.  

 

I can confidently say that this was the case with the shipped PP3D machine. 

 

More test prints of both small and large components, with different printing parameters (speed, 

layer height, infill) are required to ensure that the machine consistently delivers in line with the 
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specifications from client and user, resulting in a reliable printing process and useable 

industrial grade components. This may be done by another student from KTH, by Isak 

Emericks through a PhD or by Postnord. KTH-IIP was by the end of this project very interested 

in keeping a continued collaboration with Postnord. 

 
All throughout the project a constant dialogue was maintained with Postnord, the industrial 
client of the PP3D machine. Postnord was eager to share their experience, requests and in 
providing help and feedback during the construction of the machine. They visited the workshop 
on several occasions and always showed a great interest during the development. In the end 
they seemed very pleased with the resulting product. 
 
The supervisor meetings enriched and improved the scope and outcome of the project. It was 
an amazing resource to be able to receive counsel from Sasan Dadbakhsh and Amir Rashid, 
that with their great theoretical knowledge could elevate the quality of the work. 
 
 
I am very pleased with the work that was done and the PP3D machine that was constructed 
and would gladly assist in the development of the machine and/or another project at KTH 
within a similar field. 
 
 
Thank you for reading this report!  
 
I hope you found it enjoyable and that it enriched your understanding of AM and large scale 
FDM 3D printers at least in some way. 
 
All the best! 
/Isak : D 
  

mailto:isak@emericks.com
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Appendix C. Bill of materials 
 

See Table B for the most essential components that were used in this project. 

 

Table B Bill of materials 

 

Part 
No. 

Part Name Q Picture Description Note Size 
[mm] 

Thickness 
[mm] 

Strategy 
(buy/make) 

1 Aluminum 
profiles 

15 

 

Constitutes the 
main parts of 
frame 

Part is 
cut to 
length 

1500x
60 

60 Buy 

2 Ball-screws 4 
 

Enables 
rotational to 
linear 
movement in Z-
direction 

Part 
comes 
greased 
from 
supplier 

1200x
58 

20 Buy 

3 BKN 15 
bearings 

4 

 

Holds the Ball-
screw in the 
lower end 

Part 
comes 
greased 
from 
supplier 

70x48 38 Buy 

3.1 Safety nuts 
[SFNSCR] 

4 

 

Locks the BKN 
15 Bearing to 
the Ball-screw 

Part 
comes 
greased 
from 
supplier 

20x20 20 Buy 

4 BFN 15 
bearings 

4 

 

Holds the Ball-
screw in the 
upper end 

Part 
comes 
greased 
from 
supplier 

70x48 20 Buy 

5 HRC FN - 
Linear guides 

3 
 

Enables linear 
movement i X- 
& Y-directions 

Part 
comes 
greased 
from 
supplier 

55x47 24 Buy 

6 Feet (industrial) 4 

 

Provides 
stability for the 
entire frame 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

65x17
5 

40 Buy & Make 

7 Wheels  
(industrial) 

4 

 

Enables easier 
movement of 
the machine 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

100x1
25 

65 Buy & Make 

8 Motor holders 4 

 

Holds the motor 
and fastens it to 
the printer 
frame 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

65x65 75 Make 

9 BFN15 bearing 
holders 

4 

 

Holds the 
bearing and 
fastens it to the 
printer frame 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

65x65 95 Make 



 
 

10 BK15 bearing 
holders 

4 

 

Holds the 
bearing and 
fastens it to the 
printer frame 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

65x65 95 Make 

11 Nema 23 
motors 

8 

 

Provides 
motion for the 
mechanical 
components 

Could be 
upgraded 
to 
stronger 
ones 

60x60 85 Buy 

12 Power supply 
unit 

1 

 

Provides 
electricity for all 
electrical 
components 

24 V /31 
A 

310x1
35 

45 Buy 

13 Duet 2 Wifi 
motherboard 

1 

 

Controls the 3D 
printer (the 
brains) 

Connect
s to 
Duex 5 
& PS 

270x2
00 

35 Buy 

14 Duex5 
expansion 
board 

1 

 

Enables the 
use of more 
motors, 
sensors, fans, 
... 

Connect
s to 
Duet 2 
Wifi & 
PS 

270x2
00 

35 Buy 

15 Duet laser 
filament 
sensors 

2 

 

Safety check 
that pauses 
prints if out of 
filament 

Needs 
to be 
configur
ed 

22x16 15 Buy 

16 Timing belts 15 

 

Enables 
rotational to 
linear motion 

Part is 
cut to 
length 

3000x
10 

5 Buy & Make 

17 Pulleys 8 

 

Enables 
rotational to 
linear motion 

Assembl
ed at 
KTH 

75x75 25 Buy 

18 Endstops 
(industrial) 

3 

 

Used when 
homing the 
machine (X/Y 
coordinates) 

Industrial 
endstops 
for 
greater 
reliability 

30x15 10 Buy 

19 Inductive 
Sensors 

2 

 

Used for auto 
bed levelling 

Part 
supplied 
by 
PostNord 

75x12 12 Buy 

20 Printer bed 
surface 

1 

 

The printed 
parts are built 
on the surface 
of this 
components 

Part cut 
to size 
at 
Ståldep-
ån 

1000x
1000 

5 Buy & Make 

21 Heated silicone 
mat 

1 

 

Is attached to 
Printer bed with 
double-sided 
tape 

Part 
supplied 
by 
PostNord 

1000x
1000 

4 Buy 

22 Cable 25 

 

Used to 
connect all 
electrical 
components 

Part is 
cut to 
length 

8x8 25 000 Buy 
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